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STABLE FLOATING PLATFnRK 

I Karlv Proaraa History 

The Stable Floating Placfom project was one of the Inlrlul 
elements In the Scrlpps-ARFA program.  In Irs first year It wus 
concerned with procurenent of facilities (computer and wlnd-wavo 
channel--viewed as useful beyond direct appllrat Ion to thltt 
problem) and with a broad look at possible platform types.  Hie 
program wan rather diffuse since It lacked any ground rules about 
specific goals and constraints and did not address any partlculat 
mission.  During the summer and fall of »969, this situation was 
reviewed by ARPA and Scrlpps. The result was a decision that 
ARPA would arrange for studies of maritime military applications 
and that Scrlpps would focus on platforms to support ocean K £. P. 
with emphasis on bringing In technology which had not previously 
been applied In this context. The basic philosophy at Scrlpps 
was to proceed toward full scale construction at modest cost 
since the only real way of advancing technology In this field 
at this time seems to be through actual application. 

II Review of 1970 

The calendar 1970 program was carried out with this In mind. 
Hydraulic laboratory facility procurement was completed, studies 
of research mission types were madei consideration was given to 
requirements and possible platform concepts, a design study wa.s 
made to compare the two most promising platform types, model 
tests at 1/100 scale were initiated and a l/R scale model of a 
three-legged platform was built and operated in San Piego Bay. 
Each of these topics will be discussed further below. The most 
Important step was taken in November when the decision was made 
to focus on a single particularly promising design--a four-legRcd 
platform to be made by assembling (at sea, on site) a pair of 
two-legged modules utilizing concrete as the material for all 
legs (figure 1).  It appears that a platform having a 500 ton 
payload and with 200 ft. length and 100 ft. beam is feasible 
at roughly a four million dollar cost. Size and payload could 
be increased by building additional modules. 

ITT Wave Channel 

The wave channel test facility started operations l^ March 
and has been in use since that time. Primary work has been 
concerned with validating its performance (by direct measurement 
and through observation of a 1/100 scale FLIP model (figure 2) - 
In this latter case we have full scale data for comparison). 
Two related reports have been produced. One of these (by Robert 
Oversmlth, AOEL Report 11, SIO Reference Number 70-29) describes 
the facility as it existed in October cf this yeai .  At. that time, 
the wave aspects were fully operational as was rhe computer and 
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i h« ■! •' « .1« ,itsiMi>i.  ^Hi.nt.  ihr other report tl»,«iiiU»» the 
mi i .•< ! !.• uii «' i! • •••••.! i«H of tlw w.ivi« f i** I tlii (l«> lionald 
Krllows, \i | ; Ht-p. n » '', M.. Hnfereiir« Vuiber 70-17),  Sin«** 
»h.if tim-, •(.«• :l.»w«i .\stom lor wind generation h«» be<»n 
ins* il'-M ful • ilk»! ii',  Ihe punpH .ind p'plnr to product' 
Inn,;' fhp.il  it "ii's • IM> yor ro t« «.omptetedt however, work 
i^tn»* Mt.it por« I.MI ni «he ftytte« has rather low priority at this 

♦ JW. 

i .  K«• •• • SIM h s1 LSH-L^'l Xnalyali 

■ itH-s oi i he »vpeji ot research mlstlon» requiring Htablo 
p1.i<tnr»K were made primarily through dlacuttlonn with Srrlppa 
scienillii mafl and with individuals at the two principal Navy 
l.iixtt .it ot i<s CM« .IIMI MM) Involved In ocean ny^re« developaent. 
Jrom the*e. ir emerged that a wide nuaber of activities could he 
UIVOIVIHI, I\W*  moNt < Ir.uly focussed and Imaedlately laportant 
\n  underwater .K-miHt lc research related ro long range detection 
nvstems,  \t rlw present rime, this work very much needs the 
rapahility oi supportinc hydrophone arrays of appreciable 
hori/ontal extent (o\er 100 ft.) at various depths In rhe water. 
■ tie plat for» whirh wr are working toward could easily fill this 
need, doinp it it; .i wav which would allow the tollareral recording 
and analysis equipment to be located at rhe sea surface close to 
rh<> .irt.tys (thus eaninc telemetty problems from the hundreds 
oi hydrophones) and also allowing the entire assembly to be 
moved to any of a variety of geographic locations. 

Two ofher classen of research activity also seem Important 
.md supportable from this type crafti  sea floor work (fine 
scale sampling, Installation and Inapmcclon of equlpaent* 
benthlr ecology) and work In the uppmr part of the water column 
(internal and surface waves, deep scattering layer« optical 
properties, fish behavior). These would require the ability of 
the vehicle to deploy and support a Wide variety of equipment 
(submerslbles, sea floor tractors« optical systems« high 
resolution sonars). Beyond these throe research areas« the 
platform would naturally be Involved In engineering studies 
to validate design processes and to look at such matters as 
open ocean breakwaters and extraction of energy from surface 
waves. 

V Preliminary Platform Study 

With these programs In mind, a preliminary analysis was made 
of a wide variety of configurations« The gross constraints 
agreed on at that time weret 200 tons payload« cost In the 3 to 
"i million dollar range, flip-able spar type legs« non-flipping 
lab and living spaces, heave response comparable to FLIP, 
srientiflc party of 10 to IS. After some consideration, two 
ronfUvirarlons were chosen for a preliminary comparative study-• 
a three-legged platform following Gloston's sea-logs concept and 
a two-leg catamaran style chosen because of Its probable low cost« 



Milft fiiufiv WM« i'napletffd In Octelwr and ihr reNiilis (I . K. liPsifii 
rvtrmir«* 70• 2») forwarded to ARPA. 

ft» papmr  utiidy was parallelled wlrh construct ton of « 1/R nralc 
«odol of the three leg unit.  This was built during octobet and 
operated In San Diego Bay during Noveaber. Tho nodel was lary.t* 
enough to draswtlte probleas associated with universal JointH 
at the leg tops and difficulties with bringing lep.H into contact 
with the platfora In the horizontal (figure )).  In the vertical 
(figure 4) it showed, qualitatively, the expected stability. 
Taken together thr eodel end paper studies showed that a 
cosiblnatlon of factors (very favorable cost for the two-leg, 
concrete unltsi difficulties in eating legs to plat lore In the 
horizontal for the three-leg placfora) pointed to a preference 
for the two leg unit and led to the decision, referred to 
above« to pursue a four-leg platfore coeposed of a pair of 
two-leg Modules to be Joined after Independent transition of 
each to the vertical (stable) leg position. 

VI Future Plannlna 

Final action for the year (and a prelude to the coalng 
year's activities) was Initiation of a design study of the four- 
leg platfore. Including aotlon analysis, l/lOO and 1/8 scale 
■odels and a naval architectural study of costs and laportanr 
design points (platfora hull design. Modules connection 
techniques and related problesM). Motion and force analysis is 
being aade by P. RudnlcK» 1/100 scale aodel work by R. oversmlth. 
1/R scale aodel by C. S. Nundy and naval architecture by I.. R. 
(Hosten. Results of these steps should be available In March 
and April with the possibility of eovlng toward preparation of 
specifications for the full scale platfore starting in May. 
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FIGURE 1 

PropoMd Two Modul« Ptotf orm 



NOT REPRODUCIBLE 

Figure 2 - 1/100 Scale Model of FLIP 



NOT REPRODUCIBLE 

Figure 8-1/8 Scale Model prior to flipping 



NOT REPRODUCIBLE 

Figure A - 1/8 Scale Model in stable condition 
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1. 

SUMMARY 

The goal of this project is to adapt the high performance quartz 

vertical accelerometer developed by Block & Moore at IGPP for use on the 

ocean bottom.  Specifically an instrument package is being constructed 

which will enable the quartz accelerometer to be operated on the ocean 

bottom to depths, of 20,000 feet. The package will be completely self- 

contained, including all necessary power supply, electronics, data re- 

cording, acoustical control and telemetry systems. The package will be 

capable of operation without surface support for periods of 7 to 30 days. 

Work on the project was first started about November 1, 1969. During the 

first year of work, the problems to be solved were: 

1. The basic configuration of the underwater package. 

2. Redesign of instrumentation and data logging electronics in a low 

power form suitable for operation from storage batteries. 

3. Reconfiguration of the mechanical structure of the accelerometer 

to enable its use within the constraints imposed by operation on the 

ocean bottom inside a 22" ID pressure sphere. 

The broad-problem areas listed above included several specific pro- 

blems most of them in the area of low power electronics which were both 

difficult and crucial to the project. These have all been solved as is 

discussed in the attached report and at present we see no fundamental ob- 

stacles to the completion of a working instrument package. Our present 

hope is to have a complete package ready for preliminary ocean bottom 

tests by January 1, 1972. 



2. 

Work on this project was first started about November 1, 1969. At 

that time the problem could only be stated in very general terms, namely, 

to construct a version of the present IGPP quartz vertical accelerometer 

appropriately packaged for ocean bottom use. By January 1, 1970 the system 

configuration indicated in the block diagram (Figure 1) had been decided 

upon. 

in order to operate with the sensitivity desired for this work, certain 

stringent environmental requirements with respect to the quartz accelerometer 

must be satisfied. The moo. difficult of these being the control of the 

instrument temperature which must be held to better than 10 CC. In addi- 

tion, once the capsule is in place on the ocean bottom, the gravimeter must 

be leveled to better than 1/2° error on any axis. After consiierable thought 

it was decided that the leveling problem could be handled adequately with a 

completely passive pendulous gimbal arrangement. The temperature problem 

remained a thorny one however. 

In the land-based version of the instrunant, the active part of the 

accelerometer is enclosed within three coaxial cylindrical metal enclosures. 

The first of these, having an outside diameter of about 8 inches and a length 

of about 8 inches, is the instrument's stainless steel high-vacuum enclosure. 

This is essentially part of the instrument and will be retained in the 

ocean bottom version. The vacuum can is suspended within a second cylindrical 

can approximately 9 inches outside diameter and 11 inches long. This is 

referred to as the thermostat can and in the land-based instrument, the 

temperature control heater, monitoring and sensing thermistors are mounted 

on this can. The thermostat can is placed within a third outer can which 

v.;  uimpiy a light-weight aluminum can used to constrain the polystyrene foam 



balls used as thermal insulation in the land-based instrument.  The dimen- 

sions of this final can are approximately 25 inches long by about it» 

inches OD.  Since the pressure spheres which are to be used to house the 

underwater instrument have an inside diameter of 22 inches it is clear that 

a structure of this size is precluded.  As a matter of fact, allowing 

adequate space for the pendulous gimbal assembly, an object of the dimensions 

of the normal thermostat can is a fairly tight fit in the spheres. 

In the land-based instrument it has been found that an average heater 

power input of about three watts is sufficient to maintain the temperature 

of the thermostat can about 150C above ambient. For the ocean bottom version, 

it was decided that the only hope would be to use the normal thermostat can 

as the outer can, put the heater winding and temperature sensing thermistors 

on the surface of the vacuum can and try and insulate between the vacuum 

can and the thermostat can as well as possible.  It was decided early in 

the game that the maximum number of storage batteries it would be practical 

to handle in the instrument's battery package would be about 16 twelve volt, 

100 ampere-hour batteries. Experience in underwater work here has shown 

that a 100 ampere-hour battery can be depended on to deliver an average 

current of 100 milliamperes for 30 days with high reliability.  Allowing 

for the fact that other equipment had to be operated it seemed unlikely that 

we would be able to assign any more than four of these batteries to the 

temperature controller. This means our maximum average heater power would 

be limited to an average current of 100 milliamperes from a 48 volt source 

or approximately 5 watts.  One advantage of the ocean bottom environment 

is that the ocean bottom temperature is sufficiently stable that it is not 

necessary to maintain the gravimeter as much as 150c above ambient.  In 
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!ai t i r::.«' o: ■ 'i i^ , it-quat«. The question then war. 'oiilu an average 

pow.'i' of I  watts maintalu the gravimeter 50C above amlient temperature with 

thv  '-.urt ül insulation we obtain within the constraints discussed above. 

.iäs question can only je  answered experimentally and the experiment 

cuul.l not be conducted until the gimbal assembly had been completed and 

installed in the instrument'a support plate and until the mounting hardware 

.iiul thill outer1 instrument can had been constructed. As noon as this point 

was reached, a dummy vacuum can was mounted in the thermostat can in the way 

ir which it will be done In the final instrument. Insulation was put in 

place and the resulting assembly was installed In the gimbal. The pressure 

spheres were put over this portion of the instrument support frame thus putting 

the system in exactly the same environment it would see when in use on the 

ocean bottom. An experiment was then oorducted to find a relationship between 

total power input to the heater and rise in temperature above ambient. The 

results obtained are shown in the graph in Figure 2. These data indicate a 

temperature rise of about 2.U0C per watt of haater power. This is well 

within the margin we can handle and means the temperature control problem, 

at least in principle, can be dealt with. It should be pointed out that 

this was a considerable milestone in the project because had the experiment 

come out badly, we would have been in a very sticky position indeed. 

Another decision coming out of the preliminary work on the project 

was the actual configuration of the capsule. After some thought, it was 

d* aided that the amount of gear required to make the system operative 

would occupy at least three 22 inch ID prassure spheres. The most reasonable 

arrangement of three spheres and the one that we finally adopted places the 
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thrmm  spheres in « horitontsi plan« «t th« points of « «qui lateral tridiiKl*-. 

The package consisting of the three pressure sphereti and th« triangular 

alUMinua support plate tying them together will be supported by th«> l>att«>iy 

peck which will rest on the ocean bottom. This arrangement Is uhown in 

Figure 3. The bottom spheres would be supported by three mating pads un 

the top of the battery pack and the instrument capsule will be held down to 

it by a cable in tension. The package will be recovered by severing this 

cable, the instrument capsule being positively buoyant. The distribution 

of the various system components among the three spheres will be as follows: 

One sphere will contain the gravlnster, two-axis tiltmeter and pendu- 

lots gimbal structure. A second sphere will contain two electronic packages 

consisting of the analog electronics, that is the electronics associated 

with the quarts accelerometer, the tiltmeter, the temperature recording 

circuitry and accelerometer temperature control circuitry; along with another 

package consisting of the electronics associated with the digital data 

logging system. The third sphere will be occupied one-half by the incre- 

mental tape recorder and one-half by electronics associated with communica- 

tions between the capsule end the surface. These will consist both of 

transmitting and receiving fawllities. The transmitting facility will be 

used to telemeter status information from the capsule to the surface in 

order that it can be determined from the surface whether the system Is 

functioning or not. The receiving facility will be used to receive commands 

to perform various operations such as release, start-up, telemeter data, 

etc., sent from the surface to the capsule. 

The main triangular aluminum support plate which essentially ties the 
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three v;dpsuie system together was then designed and fabricated. Card 

cages to hold the electronics and the electronic capsule were also designed 

and fabricated. The aluminum support plate with those parts of its ultimate 

contents that have been completed up until the present time is shown in 

figure u. 

Having got these general considerations out of the way, it was then 

possible to survey the block diagram given for the next most important 

problem areas.  It was decided early in the game that since very little is 

known about the stability of the ocean bottom when supporting a load of 

th.s kind that the question of possible secular tilting of the system would 

be:ome an important one when trying to interpret underwater data. The only 

solution seemed to be to include In the package a two-axis tiltmeter of 

sufficient sensitivity to enable a decision to be made as to whether anomo- 

lous data could be explained by tilt or not. Because of the uncertainty 

in tho leveling of the pendulous ginbal assembly, the tiltmeter would have 

to have a dynamic range sufficient to take care of this uncertainty« namely, 

about ♦ 1/2° or * 0.1 radian. Since the digitizer has a resolution of 12 

bits for a i 10 volt input, this means a least count on the tiltmeter output 

would represent about 5 x 10  radians. This is sufficient sensitivity to 

identify anomalies in the gravity data due to tilt. 

Since no commercially made tiltmeter of small enough size having the 

stability and resolution required for this application exists to the best 

of our knowledge, we have constructed a two-axis tiltmeter. The principle 

oi the tiltmeter is very simple and Is shown in the schematic drawing in 

rigure 5. Basically it consists of a short pendulum with a length of about 
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6 inches.  The pendulum consists of a stiff piece of stainless steel 

tubing which supports a copper mass. The pendulum is hinged by a short 

piece of fine tungsten wire which connects the stainless steel tubing to 

a fixed support.  Two pair of fixed capacitor plates are distributed dround 

the pendulum bob arranged so as to detect motion of the bob in two orthoKondl 

directions.  The capacitor plates are used in exactly the same way as the 

capacitor plates in the quartz accelerometer are used to determine its mass 

position.  In the case of the tiltmeter, the signal appearing on the moving 

plate is a mixture of signals representing angular deflection about two 

orthogonal axes. The signals can be separated by using a different AC 

frequency to excite one pair of capacitor plates than to excite the other. 

One reason the capacitor plate system was chosen was that the two instrumen- 

tation channels for the tiltmeter then become essentially identical to the 

instrumentation channel of the gravimeter as can be seen from the block 

diagram. This tiltmeter has an outside diameter of about 3 inches and an 

overall length of about 9 inches and lab tests indicate that it is capable 

of resolving tilt signals between 10  and 10  radians in an environment 

considerably less stable than it will be present on the ocean bottom. 

Figure 6 is an assembly drawing of the actual tiltmeter which shows some 

refinements that were not discussed with respect to the system, namely, 

two systems of damping magnets, one at each end of the stainless steel tube 

that supports the mass, the outer seal can that supports the tiltmeter and 

the mechanism necessary to clamp and unclamp the tiltmeter on command. 

The next problem area Identified was that of the phase-sensitive 

detector. As can be seen from the block diagram, three of these are re- 

quired for the system. Although printed circuit board phase detectors of 

high performance are available commercially, unfortunately they are 
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chctracterized by high power consumption, typically i   2k  volts at 4. 75 

milliamps. After some effort, a phase sensitiv, detector has been developed 

which consumes less than 3 milliamps from i 12 volts and meets or exceeds 

the performance of the best commercially available versions. This unit 

was discussed in a previous progress report and will not be discussed fur- 

ther here. A schematic diagram of the phase-sensitive detector and a 

summary of its operating specifications are appended to this report. 

The components of the data logging system consist of an analog to 

digital converter for converting the DC Input voltages into 12 bit woids, 

an analog multiplexer and the logic associated with timing, formating, bit 

shuffling ^tc. The strictly logic part of the system presents no problem 

because of the advent of very low power digital logic manufactured by RCA 

in their COS/MOS series. Simply fabricating the system from this logic 

solves the power problem. However, two problems remain« that of the A to 

D converter and the multiplexer. 

After examining commercially available 12-bit A to O's it was learned 

that typical power consumption figures for these units are of the order 

of 300 milliamperes at 5 volts to power the logic and ± HO milliamperes 

at * 15 volts to power the analog portion. Power consumption at this level 

is completely out of the question. Some time was spent considering possible 

ways of attacking this problem and several manufacturers were approached 

to see if they might be interested in building a low power unit around 

COS/MOS logic. During this investigation, contact was made with Mr. James 

Pastoriza of the Pastoriza Division of Analog Devices, Inc. and after some 

discussion, he agreed that he had sufficient interest in the project of 
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developing a low power A to D converter that he would be happy to partici- 

pate with me in this as a joint development. We decided to go this route 

and the result is a low power 12 bit A to D converter of rather spectacular 

performance.  Even at very high rates to the order of 10,000 conversions 

a second the total power demand is only UO milliamps from a single J'/* volt 

supply.  At a conversion rate of one per second, which is what will bv  ufjcd 

in our system, the average power requirement is 50 microamps from 12  voJir;. 

The final draft of a paper which has been submitted for publication to 

Electronics describing the design and performance of the low power A to D 

converter is appended to this report. 

The analog multiplexer presented a similar situation to that caused 

by the A to D converter, namely, that no commercial multiplexer of anything 

like low enough power consumption were available. Fortunately, the multi- 

plexer is somewhat less complicated development than the A to D converter 

and approximately one week was taken in developing an eight input analog 

multiplexer. The operation of the multiplexer is straightforward. MOSFET 

transistors are used for switches both for the eight input lines and for 

a hold arrangement which is incorporated into the multiplexer. When the 

hold input is activated all eight Inputs of the multiplexer are cut off and 

the operational amplifier holds the value that it was receiving from the 

active input at the time that the hold was executed. This means that the 

multiplexing and sample-and-hold function are combined in one unit.  A 

circuit diagram of the multiplexer and a summary of its operating specifi- 

cations is appended to this report. 

A final difficult problem related to the loggin? system was that of 

a magnetic tape recorder. The tape recording format and sampling rates we 
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plan to use have been discussed in a previous report and will not be gone 

over again here.  However, they require that for operation for a period of 

thirty days, a total of 2U00 feet of tape would be required at a recording 

density of 200 bits per inch. After considerable investigation of conuner- 

cially available recorders, it was found that none existed which could handle 

2400 foot reels of tape. The Kennedy Company makes a low power recorder 

but it is restricted to a special Kennedy tape cassette which can hold only 

300 feet of tape. Precision Instrument Company also has a low power re- 

corder (although not as low power as the Kennedy) available, but it can 

handle only 7 inch reels. Since the tape recorder was crucial to the ultimate 

existence of the system, it was decided to attempt to build one here. The 

approach taken was to use the mechanical portion of an old Digi-Data recorder 

which happened to be available and build completely new electronics and make 

some modification to the mechanical portion in order to achieve low power 

operation. The final result of this effort was a working recorder which, 

at a stepping rate of two steps per second, consumes an average current of 

10 milliamps from a single 12 volt supply. A complete set of schematic 

diagrams for the electronic portion of the tape recorder, along with a 

functional description of the electronics is appended to this report. 

As an example of the sort of unforeseen and thorny problem one can 

run into in a project like this, I present our experience with finding a 

satisfactory solution to providing some sort of braking device for the 

gimbal. When the instrument is being handled on shipboard and during the 

time it is descending in the ocean, it is desirable to have the gimbal 

rigidly clamped to protect the equipment mounted on it. Once the package 
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is on the ocean bottom It Is then necessary to free the gimbal allowing 

it to level itself pendulously and then to relock it once it has come to 

its level position.  This requires a braking mecharism which can be locked 

and unlocked on command.  Furthermore, since this mechanism will have to 

be operated by the available capsule power supply, it must consume negligible 

power when in either the clamped or undamped position, consuming measurable 

power only when making transitions between the two states.  Over a period 

of about six months, something like six attempts at various structures in- 

volving solenoids and such like were made. None of these worked satisfactorily, 

The final solution is proving in tests to be very satisfactory and 

involves the mechanical arranganant shown in Figure 7. The operation of 

the brake is essentially the same as that of the familiar disc brake now 

used on many automobiles. The upper portion of Figure 7 shows sectional 

view of thef operating parts of the brake. The brake operates by a caliper 

action between a fixed shoe and a moving shoe as shown in the figure. The 

moving shoe is moved vertically in the figure by a wedge which is driven 

back and forth by a screw which is in turn driven by a small gear-head DC 

motor. When the motor rotates in one direction, the wedge will advance 

from left to right as shown in the figure contacting the ball bearing on 

the back of the moving shoe and slowly lifting the moving shoe towards 

contact with the fixed one. Anything in between the two shoes will at some 

point become rigidly clamped between them.  If one continues the motor until 

a preset amount of torque is developed by it, then a braking action with 

a preset amount of force will be created. If the motor is shut off at this 

point, the friction of the thread, wedge and gear train easily holds the 

moving shoe in place thus resulting in a steady braking action without power 
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bting applied to the motor.  In order to release the brake, it is simply 

necessary to reverse the motor and run the wedge back in the opposite 

direction. The wedge continues to move until it contacts a microswitch 

which shuts oft the motor drive current. The bottom portion of Figure 7 

shows a side view of the brake as actually installed on the gimbal. Two 

brakes are used, one operating between each pair of gimbal rings in order 

to clamp both axes of the gimbal. The motor and brake shoe part of the 

brake is mounted on one gimbal ring, the vtrtical vane being attached to 

the adjacent gimbal ring. When the brake assamply clamps on the vane, the 

two gimbal rings are tied rigidly together, when the brake releases the 

gimbal is allowed to move freely. 

The braking force exerted by the brake in the clamped position is deter- 

mined automatically as follows. Before the moving shoe contacts the fixed 

shoe via the vane, the amount of torque required to move the wedge along 

is quite low. The motor current under these conditions is about 5 milliamps. 

As soon as the moving shoe contacts the vane the force required to move the 

wedge builds up rapidly and consequently the motor torque builds up rapidly. 

This is reflected in a rapid increase in motor currant as the motor approaches 

a stall condition. The electronic driving circuit monitors the motor cur- 

rent and is set to shut off the motor drive current when it has reached a 

value of approximately 30 milliamps. The electronics required to operate 

this system for both the clamp and unclamp operations and to do so reliably 

and with a minimum consumption of power turns out to be fairly complicated. 

The schematic diagram for this electronics along with a functional descrip- 

tion of its operation is included at the end of the report. 

This description of the development of the braking system is included 

mainly as an illustration of how some things that might be overlooked at 
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the beginning of one's assessing a project like this can turn out to be 

quite complex problems by the time they are solved. 

At the present time we are in the process of installing the tiltmeter 

and a working gravimeter in the gimbal and putting together the nece^dry 

electronics to get them going in the lab.  In addition work is proce<;ding 

in defining the properties we will require of the acoustlc surface link in 

preparation for procuring the components for it.  A specification hau  been 

written for the data logging system which we're going to have built by an 

outside contractor.  Figure 8 is a flow diagram showing the presently anti- 

cipated schedule of progress for the coming year. At the present time 

we're pretty much conforming to what is on the diagram except that the 

fabrication of the final accelerometer will be held up for another couple 

of weeks due to non-availability of essential personnel. 
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FIGURE 4    Support plate with some system components Installed. 
In the foreground the large cylindrical housing of 
the quartz accelerometer can be seen In Its glmbal. 
The smaller cylindrical object to its left is the 
two-axis tiltmeter. In the lower foreground one of 
the six aluminum hemispheres that ultimately com- 
plete the package can be seen. In the right back- 
ground the card-cage for the data-logging electronics 
is visible. Tne card-cage for the analog electronics 
which is not visible in the photo is mounted on the 
underside of the metal plate carrying the upper card- 
cage. In the left-background the incremental tape 
recorder can be seen. 
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Figure '♦  - Stipport plate with soroe system components  Installed. 
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PHASE SENSITIVE DETECTOR SPECIFICATIONS 

Power Consumption: 3.32 mA @ tl2v 

1.87 mA @ -12v 

Linearity: 0.1% 

Dynamic Range: > 30 

Temperature Sensitivity: 100 ppm/0C 

Appendix 
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DESIGN OF A LOW POWERED ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER 

1.      Requirement t. 

Growing interest and concern about our physical environment  lias resulted 

in a considerable increase in data collecting activities for prolonged pefiudu at 

remote and inaccessible locations.    Typical situations are oc<>an buoys, earth and 

space probes, and radiation monitoring devices.    The best way to collect and stor> 

such data which is inherently low in frequency but still relatively voluminous 

because of the prolonged periods of monitoring is in digital form.    Typicdlly a 

multiplexer, A/D converter «nd a magnetic or paper tape recorder are required. 

Figure 1 shows a typical application for such a data monitoring system.    In some 

of these applications the only power available is from batteries or other limited 

capacity sources such as solar calls, in others   AC   mains power is available.     In 

general AC mains power in remote locations tends to be quite unreliable and thus, 

if long term recording is to be carried out, standby battery operation of equip- 

ment is essential.    In either case« system components of very low power consumption 

are desirable. 

The fundamental requirement of this type of A/D converter is that it con- 

sumes as little power as possible and often as little space as well.    While high 

speed in the converter is not usually required in long-term monitoring applications, 

resolution is important.    For example, consider an application where atmospheric 

pressure is to be recorded for a week or more with a resolution of one microbar 

Over periods of a week or more, atmospheric pressure at most sites will vary by 

at least ±  .01 bar.    This represents a dynamic range of 10  :1(80 db) 

which is,  if anything, low fcr data of this type.    This means that in addition to 

low power consumption the converter should have a resolution of at least 12 bits 

(1:14096). 
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. . .»»MÜ^Uft-  t>'t   .•■r«lut il»£  i owi 

Ti»r n»!.^ oi.viaii« power consusption in a st^ndAra A/'.  conv«rt«r occurs 

ii. it.»- ioj'.ic irvi t... It is thi« «TM wt first IOOR to for UprovMwnt. Fortunstsly, 

!ust it ihij. tim» :os/M. f. typ« ca^A«Mnt«ry logic is coning Into Mid« us« «nd offors 

an ideal solution requiring no coaproaisM in spMd or accuracy, «nd actually MM 

amplifications in logic design. Tha ponar cooauaptioa of this logic is low 

under any conditions tat Its quisscaot powsr dissipation is spactacularly low. 

The coaplete logic t JT  the convartar baiag liscuasad hara consuaas only a faw 

uA under quiescent conditions, i.a. batwaan oonvarsiona. Tha ona draMback ia 

!>)•• higher price of os/HOS logic, but this nay ba a taaporary ona as coapatitlva 

n.inuficturers enter the field. Tha table In figure 2 show* tha relative aarlts 

ot   iiff^rent types of logic. COS/MOS logic for a 12 bit A/D including a clock 

r^.uiros about 1 mA maximuir currant at high conversion rates. 

In most convent ion«! A/D designs the supply current taken by tne 

convfrter depends on whether it Is converting or not. Between conversions the 

.onverter take:; a juiercent current I. and during conversions, a larger 



currant I. Is required. In general the average curtent Is proportional 

to the conversion rate, the alnlsun value being 1. . Clearly then, 

especially for dppllcdtlons involving low conversion rates, It in dcr.iriMf 

to reduce I  to as low e value as possible. The simple (»xpedieiit wt 

using COi>/P.VAt  reduces the contribution of the log',,  to I  to a  verv low 

value. An additional dramatic reduction of Ir ran he made ty switthinp. 

the analog portion of the converter off between convert.iuns. The swiuninp. 

on and off of the Analog section offers an additional convenience. It 

eliminates the requirement for two power supplies, since in the act of 

switching it is possible to simultaneously invert the positive voltage to 

provide a symmetrical negative voltage. Thus the entire A/L can operate 

on a single 12 volt battery. 

It is easy to write an equation which gives the average supply 

current taken by the converter as a funotion of sample rate. Let I, he 

the average supply current, 1. be the standby or quiescent current taken 

Vy the converter when not converting, I. be the current taken while 

converting, T be the conversion time and R be the conversion rate, then. 

i8.IQ»RTIc (1) 

(Since the maximum conversion rate is R • sr , the product KT Is always; 

less than 1.) Figure 3 shows data taken on the prototype converter. The 

points represent measured average current values. The equation of th« line 

is: 

Is « 0.005 ♦ O.00U RT (2) 
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wM'-r-      1       . "..'•.. : »ope   J:   ii,*y  iin** was detrrmined  from a least- 

i •••'•'     :."   '     "•■     '' i  ;    int;;,  tu«- v.iiue of     »n    by direct measurement. 

A   !••.•; iti^.  r   i   •   •    . •: .   . .* pow».T  -(..nsumption of  tuls ronvertor can be had 

tr   r   •:.•■   ,..-i ,,.      ....      .n era  viiut'S  for 1,  iv-   ii.d   luO conversions per 

■ ••   >!.'.   »    .•i--., lv ••1iiT:,:. :, namely        10 uA,      bO i-A and-, uoo uA 

r«-,'-  tiv«'.,-.     -V    i   .     • ■  .',nv«Msiwri rat<-  tJie current  drain of **0 roA 

'.f'ia. rhf   -.'.ut'i'-   .: v    u; ; ; v   i;. stiii very  If w comparr-d to conventional 

i.  tit  convertt'i .  v.f   tr,I:i  speed. 

*. The i Ina.  V*    fcn 

The tin^i ' Iivuit divides up naturally into three sections: logic, 

auiiof-, ..fi tiai. JIK! ;.wiut.eu power supply. A COb/NOS logic section was packagfxi 

in on«* module oniiining ail of the logic for successive approximation A/D conver- 

sion. The scheue i* Illustrated in figure 1. A conversion is started by the 

application of a positive-going edge to the "convert caanand" input. This clocks 

rn driving the reset line to logical 1, satting ITS and resettle m through 

ITl»», these flip-flops, m through m*», eooatituta the data register and contain 

the binary nuabar equivalent to the input voltage at the end of a convaraion. The 

* output:, of thes«- flip-flops control the A0S0S uDAC switches used in the D/A 

converter. At the beginning of a convaraion this register is thus set to 

KOOODOOOOOO.  Ihr reset line also resets the last twelve bits of the 16 bit shift 

register•  This, result« in the STATUS line (STATUS is an output pulse which is 

one during a conversion) going to sero which starts the clock. The first positive 

going clock transition clocks a one into the first bit of the first shift register. 

This r iets FFl. 
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TATii ' >'uiiiK 'o one switches on th« switched power supply. The MSB 

t lip-flop (II J) is leti jet  through the first four clock pulses In orch'f to ^iv»? 

the «indlog section time to settle down.  By the time the Lit in the shut rec.itUer 

has reached the 210 position the comparator output will have settled dt .1 level 

appropriate to the relative magnitude of the MSB-weighted feedback current u the 

comparator and the current produced by the input voltage.  If the MSB is to Le 

kept this level will be logical 0 , otherwise logical 1 . This level controls 

the state into which FF2 is clocked. The Q output of 1 r2 controls the "keep/reject" 

line (K/R) which controls th« daf. inputs of all the flip-flops in the data register. 

When th« bit in th« shift r«giat«r is •hift«d to th« 210 position FFU is set, 

clocking FF3 which will b« r«a«t if th« K/R lin« is low, left set otherwise. One 

clock pariod later th« bit is •hift«d to th« 29po8ition. This sets \'\'b  which clocks 

FF<* as b«for«. This process contlnu«s until on« clock period after FFlu is set. 

The next positiv«-going clock transition shifts the bit to the last position in the 

shift r«gist«r. This clocks FTli», driv«s STATUS low and stops the clock thus 

complating th« conversion. 

Th« analog saction consists of th« analog devices model ADSSo monolithic 

liOAC switches, the model AD850 thin film resistor network, the comparator, an 

emitter-followa? regulator to provide a t5V supply for th«* ui'AC's and regulators 

to provide reference voltage to sat th« uOAC curr«nt ievflu and to proviJe ott- 

s«t so that bipolar voltagaa can b« haadlad. (Th« converter shown here is set up 

for an input range of UOV with an offset  tary output rode i.e. 

10V > 000000000000, 0V ' 100000000000, ♦ 10V s 111111111111.) 

The AD505 end A0850 are discussed in detail elsewhere1. The ul'AC'r. in- 

op«rat«d at bH% of their rated current to accomodate the available 12V supply. 

(They are dasigned to operate from a 1W supply.) 
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i ■iri'-nt i~i;r •■ .• . j.'.-^-i^:      urr*-'nt :.;:;„> -.-.et by   t;..,« r,.ifjK resistor and 

'!■•• v ■■'■  !=■»■ a-.r-- ■ vs^el ^y ri diodo).  ,'■   :.; a  r;,4  voJ r reference 

•■'1i'«,i ,     ;.:.:.• !:.•  ■...■ ^JA'..' ■■u.il ly normally us»''!, as here, t.~ lemperature 

■'!4"'i.: i1'' ' ;.■ ; .1: • -rMr;n.! • •■: .rcpi; ol the uDAC current r.wltches.  (The numbers on 

';.■■ i i.;:.••■: ■'.■ iiiif  repr*-^-!;'  »JDAC DIP pack pin number r;.)  The base of Q  is 

^nnf'v ?►•<] t,-. «tie 1 .i ;»• oi rill the uDAC  current switches ind thus .i stable ß.UV is 

• •sidli ir.hfd ti-' s«» "rhr currents in the weighting resistor...  The collector current 

«f  ^  !: i;..'.l r  fr.t.itl ist. a stable voltage drop of about  - 3V , relative to 

til, across tin S.uSK re:;ir.tor. This, plus the drop across D.?  is used to set 

•lio Utse  voltage on Q. anc     ^ , .  D„  temperature compensates the base-emmiter 

hop:, of Q,  an^l ■?  . i..  is used as a current iource to provide the current 

ilirou^h  ,  .ind    . Q  is a current source to provide the current for 

r« teronce zener :  . This -:ener provides a stable t 6.UV source to provide the 

of fr.««* t int* current to the summing junction. The IM resistor is necessary to 

insure start-up of the current sources. 

This circuit has two Important fMturss. Since it is switch«! on at 

the beginning of each conversion it is important that the reference voltages settle 

rapidly after turn-on. This circuit configuration settles very rapidly, the re- 

ference voitage.i being completely stabilized within a few Msec of turn-on. 

Secondly, any variation of the nominally illV lines is absorbed by the current 

sources. This results in a sensitivity to supply voltage changes of only one bit 

tot i KV.1 (^9% of 12V) change. The unit will operate to specifications over a 

supply voltage range of 10 to 1UV. 

I igure t  shows the design of the switched power supply for the analog 

.ection. The line marked "♦ 12" is energised continuously and powers the logic. 

hctween conversion?-, thr logic is quiescent and consumes only the very low power 



i-hdr.ictei'iiitlc ul quieiiKent COS/MOS logic, Upon rec; ivin^, J s.unvei'sifji »ommand 

sigiidl the logic executes a conversion cycle. A positive going STATUS 

pulse is generated by the logic during the conversion cycle. This pulse control;; 

Q.  in the switched power supply. When the JTATUS line goes punitive, Q.     emitter 

goes high, providing the switched positive supply voltdg»-.  During the cjuie;jcent 

period the emitter of Q  baa b*«B!ilow, holding MOSiLI  ^  on and tramdütur Q, 

off. C  is charged to nearly 12V through Q  and D  dui-inp, this tinu;.  When 

the emitter of Q  goes high, during a conversion, Q  is turned hard on und Q 

is turned off. Thus, during conversions, the positive end of C  is brought IHMF 

ground    providing a switched negative supply line at the point indicated.  It 

should be noted that this scheae has the further advantage that the power supply 

lines to the analog section are well decoupled from the logic during conversion. 

The presence of Q_ Is important to efficiency In terms of power consumption. 

If Qa were replaced by a resistor. Its resistance would have to be quite low 

to Insure complete charging of C. between conversions at high conversion rates. 

This small resistor would then take a large current from the ti2 line during 

conversions. The high off resistance (^ 109n) and low on resistance (^ 3Qü)  of 

Q« provide an efficient solution to this problem. 

«♦.   linal Specifications 

The unit is operated with a total of 70 unezs    convert time. This 

means that the clock runs at a rate of about «♦.«♦ psecs per bit. The first 17.5 

usecs are used for settling time for the regulator and comparator and the 

rest of the general analog circuitry. The remaining 52.5 usecs is used for con 

version to a resolution of 12 bits. Figure 7 is a tabulation of final speci- 

fications achieved on this unit. Figure 8 is a complete schematic diagram. 
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Figure 1  Interior of pressure sphere containing data logging electronics 

for deep sea tide-pip. Equipment shown and associated tantort 
are operated on the ocean bottom «t depths from 5*000 feet to 

20.000 feet, for periods up to one Mnth. Power source Is 
standard automobile-^yft 12V lead-acid cells. Data are recorded 
on low-power digital magnetic tape unit (swung out to right). 
Application Is typical of tfeete requiring low power hardware 
(data lights are used for surface checking only). 

Photo, courtesy Dr. Frank E. Snodgrass. 



Figure 1 - Interior of Pressure Sphere 



;..T Mil  I'JWHR CONSUMPTION COMPARISONS or cos/Mot 

AND OTHER COMMON LOGIC TYPES 

Logic Type Cost 

TTL $29.00 

Low Power TTL $63.00 

COS/MOS $52.86 
(epoxy pac kage) 

Power (Standby) 

Figure 2 

350 mA @ 5v 

30 mA @ 5v 

5 uA (9 5v 
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*+11. SWITCHED 

6.4v.(RELATIVE r 
D-IDREFERENCE' 
OR »lOAC's      . 

+ 6.4vf0.64mA 
OFFSETTING CURRENT 

TO SUMMING JUNCTION 

SWITCHED 

Figure 5    Regulated reference supplies, analog section. 



+ 12 

STATUS 

10 K 

^ 

K)K 

( 

*C, 

L^ li0' '—1 *—' 
SWITCHED ANALOG 
——O POWER 

+ SUPPLY 

Figure 6  Switched power supply for Analog section 



LOW POWER A TO D CONVERTER, 

FINAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Power Supply: 

Current Drain - typical: 
(Analog and Digital @ tl5V) 

Logic +6 to +15V 

Analog +12 to +i5V 

Conversion Time: 

Input Voltage: 

Input Impedance: 

Accuracy 

Temperature Coefficient: 

Resolution: 

Input Trigger; 

Outnut Signal: 

Power Supply Sensitivity: 

Conv. Rate Avge b 'Upp 

5 KHz 20 mA 

1 KHz U mA 

100 Hz 0.4 mA 

1 Hz 0.01 mA 

75 lisecs 

C to +10 or + 10V 

10 K 

+ h  LSB 

+ 10 ppm/0C 

12 bits 

1 psec positive 
70% of logic 

pulse 
voltage 

M0S compatible 

i: to 15V, + 1 bit 

Figure 7 
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Appendix   I I I 

MULTIPLEXER SPECIFICATIONS 

Power: 200 yA la +i2v 

180  pA Ö  -i2v 

Temperature Sensitivity:       < 10 ppni/0C 

Crosstalk: < 0.02% 

Rate: 1 channel/sec. 
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Appendix 

TAPE RECORDER POWER REQUIREMCNTS 

Power Supply: Single i2v supply 

Current Consumption: 0.52 amp-hr/100 ft of tape 

i.e.  12.8 anip-hr/2U00 ft reel 
(independent of stepping rate) 

Standby Current: < SOpA 
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Low Power Tape Recorder Electronics Functional Description 

Refer to the timing logic schematic, Board No. 2. The design of 

the recorder is such that the major power consuming components, namely the 

record heads and the stepping motor are normally not powered. Power is 

applied to them only during a write cycle. When the recorder receives a 

write command the stepping motor and write heads are powered up in ihe 

appropriate sequence, a single character is written on the tape and these 

components are then shut down again. The function of the timing logic 

board is to produce the various pulses that control the internal operation 

sequence of the recorder during a write cycle. A write cycle is initiated 

by applying a positive going edge, COS/MOS compatible, to the step command 

input. This clocks FF1 setting the Q output true. This resets the 

8 bit binary counter IC. . The completion of the preceding write cycle 

has left this counter in the state 00010101, i.e. decimal 168. This is 

accomplished as follows: When the counter arrives at the binary state 

00000101, both inputs to NAND gate G1 go true.  This results in the 

output of G  being driven low. This results in the output of following 

inverter I  going high or true. Thus one input of NAND gate G  goes 

true at this time. Thirty-two counts later output Q  of the binary 

counter goes true making both inputs to G« true and thus driving the 

output of G. low. The output of G- going low gates off the multi- 

vibrator consisting of G, and G. . When running, this multi-vibrator 

produces a squarewave output with a nominal period of 100 microseconds. 

It will be noted that the multi-vibrator gates off with the output of 



!,:^t,.  "•,<••, lUf  :■: .11. i-v;Lirdtor is gated on,   the output of  G 

"ktkf, j •. rMii i t i i. : : . IT, ni^h to Low approximately bO  microseconds after 

th" mult i-vi! i-at ut i-, .»atei' on.  Fhu^, one ot the inputs of C,    , a NOR 

f'.dt" lh  he i : jOiiit :■.•(• continously between write cycles.  Tifty micioseccnds 

iftiT A  :;t«.'| : omm.jn-i is veceived, the output of G  goes low.  Since the 

.'ry  commrti. i input drive, the Q low, both inputs of  G  are ..riven low 

'ji' microseconds after the receipt of a step commard.  This results in the 

mtput of G,  going high, resetting FF1 .  The Q output of FFl  is 

thus a positive pulse, bO microseconds long which begins with the applica- 

tion of the step command. This pulse is referred to hereafter as clock 

(C ) . The Q output of FFl is the logical negation of clock.  It is 

referred to hereafter as not-clock and abbreviated C  . As was explained 

before, the output of NAND gate G,.  goes low at a count corresponding to 

decimal 168 and remains low between step commands.  On the receipt of a step 

command the resetting of the counter drives the output of G  high where 

it remains until the count of decimal 168 is reached. The output of G« 

is called P., and is used to control th« application of power to the 

wr'.te neads.  It will be seen that Pw is a positive going pulse with a 

length of approximately 16.8 milliseconds. The output of G„ is passed 

through inverter I_ produce the output PIT which is the logical negation 

of P  .  As was explained previously, 50 microseconds after the application 

of d ste;, command the output of NOR gate G,. goe". positive resetting FFl . 

This output is also connected to the clock input of FF2 , Thus at the 

same time that  FFl is reset,  FF2 is clocked.  This results in the Q 

output of FF2  going true and the Q output going false.  These two 

outputs are denoted as P„ and FT respectively.  Flip flop 2 is reset 



when the output of inverter 1, goes positive, i.e. at a count of decimal 

160, thus Pg is a positive going pulse approximately 16 milliseconds 

long which begins at the end of clock and ends approximately .8 millisecond:.. 

before P., ends. 
W 

Refer now to the schematic entitled Write Amplifier, final version, 

Boards No. «, 5 and 6.  This schematic shows the logic and interface ampli- 

fier used to drive one of the six data tracks.  Boards U, 5 and 6 each 

contain two of the amplifiers shown in the schematic. The data lines are 

assumed to swing between 0 and +12 volts compatible with the COS/MOS 

logic. The data line comes in at the point marked X on the schematic 

diagram. The IK resistor and the diodes are to protect the gate input 

against excessive voltage swings on the data line. The inverter I  is 

used to generate the logical negation of the input X namely X .  The 

output of I1 which will be logical 0 if X is logical 1 , is 

applied as one of the inputs to gate 2. The othor input to gate 2 is cT . 

CT   is normally positive and goes to 0 for approximately 50 microseconds 

at the beginning of a write cycle.  If input X is a 1 , the output of 

G- will go positive during the time that CT  is low. This will clock 
2 L 

the flip flop.  If input X is a 0 , the flip flop will not be clocked 

at this time. Thus it is seen that CL  functions as a strobe defining 

the time at which data is taken from the data lines. The Q and Q 

outputs of the flip flop are coupled via gates G  and G  respectively, 

to the inputs of the head driver amplifier consisting of a pair of NPN 

transistors. The corresponding record head coil is connected between 

the points marked Hx„ and H   on the schematic. Thus, the current 



tlow direction in the record coil will depend on the state of the flip 

Mop. The output of whichever gate G  or G  is selected by the 

flip flop can go positive only during the time that the volcage applied 

to the point marked P.,  is negative, i.e. during the 16.8 millisecond 

interval described In the preceding discussion. At all other times the 

outputs of the two götes must be low and thus no current ri-iws through 

the 10K base resistors of the transistors. Furthermore the MOai^r 

transistor feeds supply current to the head drive amplifier only if Pu w 

is low, again only during 16.8 milliseconds that ?„ is true. The point 

marked monitor on the schematic diagram is brought out to the external 

interface connector and Cc.n be used to monitor the state of the head 

driving flip flop. It will be noted that power is never removed from 

the flip flop and thus it stores its preceding state to maintain the 

normal NRZ recording procedure. There are a total of 7 of these write 

amplifiers in the tape recorder, six of which drive the data tracks, 

the seventh of which drives the parity track. The six data track drivers 

are in three pairs on three boards. The seventh one is on board No. 8 

along with the stepper logic, which is discussed below. 

Refer now to the schematic diagram entitled Parity Generator 

Final, Board No. 7. This is simply a chain of NAND logic used to generate 

the parity recorded on the tape from the input data. The inputs marked 

1, 2, 4, 8, a and b are obtained directly from the input data lines. 

The inputs marked T, 2*, »T, 8", ä and b are obtained from the inverted data 

outputs generated by the write amplifier boards. The operation of this 

logic is completely conventional and will not be described further. 

-U- 



Refer now to the Schematic entitled Stepper Logic and Drive, 

Boards No. 8 and 9. The circuitry shown in this schematic is distributed 

over the two boar-is.  Board No. 8 contains the logic portion, as mentioned 

above.  Liko the write heads, power is applied to the stepping motor only 

during a write cycle. Normally the powpr to the stepping motor is turned 

off. Stepper logic and drive consists of a flip flop which controls the 

direction in which current will flow in the stepper motor winding and the 

necessary gating to switch the power to the stepping motor on and off. 

The flip flop is clocked by the strobe C, and changes state each time a 

write commard is received. The Q and Q"  outputs of the flip flop are 

coupled to the stepping motor drive amplifier via gates G  and G. and 

invertera I., and !„ . G.. and G- are NOR gates. The outputs G 

and G  are held low except during the time when input P-  goes low. 

This occurs during the time interval discussed previously. During this 

time the output of whichever of G, or G. is receiving a low input from 

the flip flop will go high. Thus, during the time that P-  is zero, the 

output of one of inverter 1 or inverter 2 will be low, the other one being 

high. These outputs are used to control the stepper motor drive amplifiers 

consisting of MOSFETS Q. and Q2 and NPN transistors Q3 and Q^ . 

During the time that Pg is zero, the gate of either Q  or Q? will be 

held low, the other being held high. The MOSFET whose gate is low will be 

turned on hard, thus turning on the corresponding transistor. Thus a 

low resistance path will exist from either M. or M. to ground during 

the time that Pc  is low. These points go to the two ends of the stepper 

motor drive winding, the center tap of which goes to +12 volts. Thus 

during the time the stepping motor is powered up, the current will flow 

-■5- 



either from the center tap througn M  or the center tap through M 

depjnciii.g on the state of the flip flop. Since the state of the flip flop 

reverses at each write command the stepping motor will step once for each 

write command. When P  goes positive at the end of a write cycle, 

both Q  and Q  will be shut off by virtue of the fact that the 

outputs of both inverter 1 and inverter 2 go high at this time.  It can 

be seen that if Q1 and Q^ are both shut off, that no current at all 

will flow in the stepper drive amplifier circuit. 

Refer now to the schematic diagram entitled. One-half Reel 

Motor Driver, Board No. 10.  Board No. 10 actually contains two of the 

circuits shown in the schematic, one for each reel drive motor. The 

points marked stop and start go to single pole, single throw normally 

open switches which are used to sense the state of the tape tension in a 

way that will be described later. The circuit operates as follows: If 

the switch connected between the start terminals is momentarily closed, the 

flip flop will be forced into its set condition, that is Q true. Under 

these conditions the gate of MOSFET Q  will be low, that of MOSFET Q 

will be high. This turns on Q. and turns off Q . Q  going on, 

supplies base current to transistor Q, turning it on. The motor, connected 

between the terminals marked motor, thus begins to run. If now a momentary 

connection is made between the terminals marked stop, the flip flop will 

be reset turning off Q  and turning on Q. . This results in Q. 

turning off and Q  shorting the r««l drive motor. Q« picvides dynamic 

breaking of the reel drive motor. 

-6- 



Refer now to the schematic entitled Record Gap Logic, Board 

No. 1. The purpose of this board is to enable standard IBM type record 

gaps to be generated and also to provide for erasing tape in 3/U inch 

sections which is useful to provide an erased portion after the Joad 

point, etc. Upon receiving a record gap command, the logic inhibits the 

write strobe  (C ) so that the heads are held in whatever state they 

happen to be in at the time, advances the tape 4 character spaces, then 

resets the write heads, thus writing ?  longitudinal parity check 

character; and then advances the tape approximately 3/4 inch with the 

heads held in this reset condition. A record gap is commanded by applying 

a positive COS/MOS level to the input of gate C     . Since both the external 

gap command input and erase inputs are normally low, the output of gate C0 

is normally Mgh. The application of a positive level to the external gap 

command input thus will drive the output of G  low and if Pw is low at 

this time, this will result in a positive going transition being applied to 

the clock input of FF1. If Pw is high at the time the external gap 

command is applied f  FF1 will not be clocked until tie time at which P 

gees low. This insures thac a record gap cannot be started in the middle of 

a write cycle. When FF1 is clocked; its Q output gops true resetting 

the 7-bit binary counter IC. and also rr2.  IT2 and inverter I  are 

used to extend the counter capacity from 7 to 8 bits. The 8-bit binary 

counter consisting of a combination of 1C. and Fr2 has Leen left in the 

condition of 00000101 by the previous record gap cycle. When this, count 

occurred the two inputs of G  went high, thus driving its output low 

and gating off the multi-vibriitor consisting of G  and G . When IC^ 

and rr2 ar*i reset the STATUS line goes high r.tartin^, the multi-vibrator 



and resetting the flip flop FF1. This also results in a positive level 

appearing on the STATUS output. When the STATUS line goes high, the 

output of ■"  which had been clamped high immediately goes low and 

remains low for approximately half a clock period when it makes its first 

clock transition from low to high. The output of G  remains high for 

half ä clock period and makes its first transition from high to low. The 

STATUS line is applied to the input of inverter 3 thus generating the 

term STATUS .  STATUS is normally high except during a record gap cycle when 

it. is low. STATUS is applied along with the external step command signal to 

the input of G . As long as STATUS is high G  transmits the external 
o 8 

step command, acting as an inverter. When STATUS goes low, the external 

step command pulses are prevented from getting through G8 . When no record 

gap is being recorded the output of G, is clamped high. Thus, G  operates 

as an inverter and G  and GQ transmit external step command pulses to 
8       9 

the external step command out. When STATUS goes low the output of G  is 

clamped high, thus during this time the output of G. will be the inverse 

of the output of G . The terminal marked "step command out" will be a 

negative level at the beginning of a record gap cycle, and will remain 

negative for one half clock period aftar the application of an external gap 

command pulse. The first transition Is fron negative tc positive resulting 

in a step command to the timing logic. The binary counter IC, Is clocked 

by the output of G. . IC  clocks on negative going transitions applied 
O      3 

to Its clock input. When STATUS goat positive the output of G. makes an 

immediate transition from high to low. This does not cloc» IC however 

because at this time the Q output of FF1 Is still positive holding 

the IC  in the reset condition. The first transition of the output of 
3 
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G occurs one-half clock period later and is from high to low.  Because of 

the inversion of G  this produces a transition from low to high on the 

step command out.  One-half clock period later, the output of  G  niaket: 

a second transition from high to low which clocks  1C  .  Thuu the sequence 

of operations from startup is step, clock, step, clock.  This continues until 

the (ourth step takes place.  On the next clock pulse the counter  IC  is 

stepped to the count where Q  becomes true.  This results in the output of 

G  going low and consequently the output, of I,  going, high.  The output 

of I,  drives the reset input of all the head drive flip flops and 

consequently resets all 7 head drive flip flops. Thus the next step results 

in the recording of a longitudnal parity check character on the tape. The 

heads are held in a reset condition and the tape stepped until a count of 

decimal 160 is reached.  That is a total of 155 steps after the writing 

of the longitudinal check character.  Since each step represents a tape 

motion of 0.005 inch, the total tape motion after the parity check character 

is approximately 0.780 inches.  This is well within IBM record gap tolerances. 

The function of G1  is to prevent the write strobe from strobing data from 

the data lines into the record heads during the time that the record gap is 

being written.  During the time a gap is being written the line STATUS 

is low holding the output of G.  high, thus inhibiting the write strobe. 

Since the multi-vibrator that drives the stepping motor during the record 

gap cycle operates at approximately U0 cycles per second, tie total tine 

involved in writing the record gap is about «4 seconds.  The erase input 

allows a record gap to be written without the longitudinal parity check 

character, that is the net result is to erase about 8/10 inch of tape. 

A positive transition applied to the erase input will start the record 

•9- 



gap cycle via G9 and G  just as an external gap command.  Simultaneously, 

via G  and I  it immediately resets all of the heads so the longitudinal 

parity check character doesn't appear on the tape. 

-10- 
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Appendix 

lunctlonal Description of Br«k< Motor Control Electronics 

Th« function of this control circuit it  twofold.  In the "loc" 

function, it drives the motor in one direction until the r.otor current 

begins to rise above its normal value due to mechar.ic.il lodging.  When t.'ie 

motor current has reached a preset value, it shuts off the trjtor and al:jo 

stops consuming power supply current on its own part,  in n.e  unlock opera'^er., 

ttm  notor is powered so as to run in the opposite direction and continues tc 

run until a contact transfer taJtM place. Refer to the schematic diagram 

entitled Brake Motor Control. 

To initiate a lock cycle, a negative going transition from »12 to o 

is applied to the lock input and thus directly to the one ot the inputs of 

NCR gate G.. If the other input, labeled B on the diagram, is low at this 

time, the output of the gate will make a positive going trins-tion from 

ground to tl2 thus clocking FFl. The gate Input labeled B is connected t. 

point B, namely the Q output of FF2. Thus in order for a lock cycle to be 

Initiated, the 0 output of FF2 must be low, that is the flip-flop must b« 

in reset condition.  If the lock co—and gets through the gate, FFJ will 

ue driven into a set condition, that Is, the Q will gc low. The 5 output 

gohig low turns on WOSFCT transistor Q. thus essentially connecting the 

upper end ot vhe t».7 K resistor going to the drain of 0. tu *l?. This brings 

the upper end of Zener diode D,, which is a 6.S volt unit up to approximately 

S.S volts and thus the base of 0. goes to this voltage also. This puils t 

emitter of Q. up to a voltage of approMlmately 6 volts and because of the 

2 K resistor connected from the base of Q- io  ground, a large base emitter 

he 
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. r    ..   :.   - .     Tr.is   i..   sut: Icier»*,   l,    > ecr   t.'te  tr«»i.i;iulor 

i- .t r ■■ :   :   •        ..-    •   :     ^•. •.••:.:■   ol   u;    '. ^   50 or fG mlllunp5>.     This  results 

■   •    --  ■.   •    ••:-..;. i    -ai • .u C  f;oing  to a pctentlai ot   <ipproxinwit«iy  tfc voifj 

{'.'.••        •   r   :■■.■'.;.:•.'.:.. vm.     T:.e  current   in  the  coi .»»ctor  resistor of   'j , 
d 

i-• ■ : ,   ~...     K   < .sentidliy e^ual  to  the  ^otor  current.     Thus 

"   •    :: •  : '-       -   ..    .Iiap.v  be equal  to    K       tiiru.'..   the motor current   in 

•"....••-;    .      .'..     v   . • ..-o   ; .  j^jiled via a  low-pass   filter  to  the base ot   *  . 

._    .      >n<-     .Je   .:    i   ji! :«'rent iai anplificr,  the other  ■ ide t>«inR  ;,.    ''he 

: i  •      :    .,    .     SflJ   »Lout   >•  volts below  *l2i  that   is,  at   a  level  ot   approximately 

•"   •   . •     : .   •:.•• ! '. x  -   Xv\r\f.  consisting of the 39 K and 92 K resistors.    Current 

wl.i   ; iow  r.-.roa,:. tni-. t ia-j-atrint» only if transistor  .>,   i?  turned on and that 
b 

•»'... : •• .ot-r. to o^cur uniy when the base of Q- is higJ., that is, when Q. is 

on »r.; ' :•« . ntroil-r '.  in a lock cycle.  As the notor begins to take an 

ir»' i • .i ing r^ct,ani--ai load and approaches a stall condition, the motor current 

will increaiv anJ thu:. the irop across R  will increase. When this drop 

reaches, a value ot approximately <* volts, • sudden transfer of current fro« 

.. to . ta^ea (lace. This current «aountt to about 1 milliamp and when 

'.\\f  tt.mrifer to ^ in complete, the coilactor of Q will rist from ground to 

i; , t xi^iTr., P volt .  This is sufficient tc swing NOi- gate G3 which is being 

'..•■'. i. an knver-.er Through its transition level. Thus the output of G will 

■ winf, ! t o-. ♦..' 'o    . '\\-.   ig applied to a second inverter, G. , whose cjtput 

•f ». -.iKcs ,i rr ins it ion from 3 to »l?.  This output is applied to the reset 

^••t-virwi. ot n ; vid an ,'P gate consisting of D. and D,.  When the output of 

r'o«'  foitivv, tr.p result is to reset Ffl, shutting off Q. and s'oppi/ig 

•:,. rotor.  it w ii :. noted that when Q. is shut off, all current flow In 



the upper portion of the circuit c««s«s.  The OR gate, consistitig ol diode.. 

D and D  is used to insure that when power is applied tc the cirvui: tnar 

P! i will always cone on in a reset condition. The  other input to th«? jh  c-t'i- 

i:. an RC network consisting of a one microfarad ^,15 a..» >t   '.u '.vr'nt,  v'.x:,  a 

100 K resibtur.  Wh«M. the *i2   is first applied, t r.«  .»; 1 ' • t w!;; ; .i'.   • N« 

anode uf j    ap to ♦!.' thus resetting FTi.     At the vni     •   ji,i ut iuC it. r< - 

seconds, the capacitor will have charged sufficient iv •;.•• 'tie roi.o* 'frp.inul 

of m will oe essentially at ground.  Thus this arrangeewnt playi. a role 

In the operation of the circuit only at initial tun; on and insures tr.at the 

circuit will not come en with the aotor running. 

The unlock operation is to—what simpler since the Rotor is stopped 

not when it has reached a preset current but when the thing it is driving 

has got to preassigned position and this position being Jetvcted ly  contact 

transfer of a tnlcroswitch.  The microswitch is wired -o that it is nufRally 

in the ;x»und position.  If an unlock coaMnd consist (ng of a negativ» ,-oir<- 

transitlon fro» *12  to 0 is applied to the unlock Input, It will, il ti.t- 

other input of NOR gate G is low, result in th« output of r.u itaitinf, a 

positive going transition thu» clocking rr2. The other in^ut of C. , ivirkp.i 

A, is connected to the Q output of ITl.  Thif Is ;. irr-ilar to the arr«iiv.««ent 

discussed previously.  The purpose of this cross connection I  to Ln^. i/«- tr.at 

the device will not accept an unlock coanand while it I3 running In the loc»ed 

mode and vice versa.  If this was allowed -.0  happen. It could result in the 

destruction of Q_, 2.» Q_, 0,. or ^ust about any coal -nation oi   the~.  Asr.jnin»: 

the A input is low, rr2 will be clocked into the set condition.  That i:., t'.e 

0 output will ?o low.  A point to be noted is that f"!; is on th«1 sa-.^ chif 

as m and thus, liVe m, is powered between *i2  and ground.  There?ore, the 



- .    » :..-   : • .••  -'ji* J: it •   are froa I   to tl«.  Ttse ti ans IT ion ot , 

•:•..•       ..'  "r. M  n.T transistor 37 *'«*ing t urm-d DU.     The iraln 

'  ' : i.  t .  •■ ••  ••.<•:.• lally to «12 volts and puil: the junction of the 

• ••.'■;    i:. : • .•  i:.o^t* of D. about 0.7 voltr. al,ovr  ^rounJ it wfiich 

.:.• :• :   . i-n; c>: : , ...  Thin turns on MOSfTT QB.  MOSm ,„ turning on 

; i  •   irr»-:.! '.:.r u,',-.  l>n«»r JioJe D which again is a  nominal t.8 volt 

: '.'    u.a ■:.:  f.-i-.u.': !n th« base of Q10 being pulled about 0.8 volts below 

,•! ^n:.  T i  'urn >'n !i jnsistor 3^ and results in a current flow through 

r •■ r-tot in t •.<• opp. Itc direction to that during the lock cycle.  Thus the 

T, •, r run-, in T :.. ot;o:iite direction to that during th«» lock cycle.  The 

-i • t -ill onr inu«* to run until the microswitch maKer a transition from t>e 

.•r-iuni to th»? ♦!? ;oint.  This applies *i2  volts to the diode OF gate con- 

tin»- ut :  ant I . iiuS thus provides « positiv« level to the re^ft terminal 

o: IF., r^sottin»: VVl.     As discussed previously the other inpv' of the OP 

fcato »:oc-. to an KC network and the purpose is exactly the same as discussed 

ietore, namel,-, to insure that when the circuit is first turned on, IT2 

will ome or. in a reset condition. 

■ «»- 
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7 January, 1971 

OVERPRESSURES DUE TO EARTHQUAKES 

STATUS REPORT 

A. Task 

Work on subject contract Is directed toward understanding the 

effects of undersea earthquakes*  and In particular toward studying the 

increase In water pressure that would be experienced by submerged objects 

near an earthquake fault during an earthquake. 

B. Theory 

Dr. Paul Richards has solved the general problem of a source of 

finite extended with some quite general vertical acceleration function 

which is triggered by the passage of a wavefront.  The triggering wave- 

front originates at an origin X « Y = 0 and moves in the horizontal X and 

Y directions with velocities which can be functions of the Y coordinate. 

Richards has made specific computations using Brune's model (step function 

upward velocity of 100 centimeters per second with one second duration) and 

finds that the additional pressure will be equivalent to approximately 

600 feet of water depth.  Brune feels that this 600 feet additional depth Is 

an upper limit for his model except for possible Increases due to reflection 

from the water surface. 

Richard's theory is in close agreement with the more qualitative 

predictions that we made at the beginning of the project.  Therefore we feel 

that preliminary estimates of hazard to submarines can now be made with 

adequate assurance although actual observation data of seaquakes are still 

of paramount Importance. 



t dr. 1) n '•»al-.h ntts br'Ught to our attention on«- observation ot a 

^.•A<liuik.- .xp.M.iK . (i »,  th.- CSS RASHKR SSR 269 in m7,  Cdr. W. Gibson 

1 artt-r, wlm WHS Divit»K l,flic«»r writes-- "As we were hovering at a keel 

depth ot JTj  t<it, tlu- depth gauge suddenly went to approximately 310 feet, 

back to about ^40 feet, and then settled down back near 275 feet.  I 

ostiniate thai this series of indicated depth changes oo urred in a period 

of less than A seconds." 

A. W. Adams, who was skipper of the submarine, remembers somewhat 

greater numbers but cautions that his memory may be faulty.  He also 

says- "To appreciate the trauma of thij event you must realize that 

RASHKR was a 'thin-skin1 boat certified for 313 feet test depth." 

Copies of letters from W. Gibson Carter and A. W. Adams, Jr. are attached. 

Cdr. Walsh is trying to obtain the original records from the RASHER and 

from the other three submarines that were participating in the exercise 

south of the Alaskan peninsula.  (It is probable that the actual 

pressures were greater than that indicated» as submarine depth gauges 

are somewhat damped.) 

D.    Experimental 

1. We have assembled telemeter sonar buoy equipment for making 

observations of after-shocks from large seaquakes. This 

equipment has been described in previous Progress Reports. 

2. Additional units are being assembled with self-contained tape 

recorders for use in areas where the telemeter signal is 

degraded. 



3. Work on  the nodlfled oceanbottom s«>lsrH>metfr  h«B   bvvn ci-n- 

tinuing slowly because of  the ••sembly effort   i>n  th,e othvr 

items.     All  r  .iponents have been breadtoarded.   b<jt   asscmbK 

Is  not   complete. 

4, As a cooperative  undertaking with  th<-  Inlv^reltv ' f   Hawaii 

and   tht*  Los Alamos   Scientific   Laboratxrv,   a   vibrating   NtrJn»« 

accelerometcr has   been  placed  on  Ihv   bot(>>r.   at   appf'Xtnat i-1 v 

550 fathoms depth   17 miles west-southwest   of  Anchttka   i< 

monitor seaquakes  in this active  seismic   region.     It   Is  now 

recording all accalarationa greater than  10    C.    Simultaneous 

records of preaaur« transducers are being mad«.    Thi   data  it 

tape recorded on  land and processed by Los Alamos personnel. 
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Append1«   I 

ggNBWAl OYNAMIC» 
itoeirie Bost Division 

October 7,  1970 

Mr, Jerry Fisher 
Scrjpp's Institute of Oceanography 
LaVolla,  California      9203? 

tear Jarryt 

This latter la wrlttan In anawar to your telephone call eoneernlng 
th« avants aurroundln* an underwater preaaure excuraion experienced by 
the UBS RASHER (S8R 269) while oparatlng In waters south of the Alaakan 
chain during February-March of 1957. 

Z have aaarchad »y own parsonal files concerning the facts of this 
avsnt and ragret I poaaeaa no wrlttan raoorda of my own. Therefore I 
■uat relate the events fro« «y aaaory. Onoa again, aa I did in our 
telephone converaatlont you auat weigh ay atatements to decide fact 
fro« fiction. Thia ia neceaaary becauae after thirteen yeara of telling 
■y "aea-atory* I aa not fully certain of what nay have been added by 
«e to nake a better story. 

Four snorkel subnarinesfCQSK, OARBONBRO. RASHER and TUNNY) were 
participating in a TRANSIT BXERCIAB south of the Alaskan penineula 
while enroute to the Bering Sea fcr a regular missile exercise. On the 
final day of the exercise at about 2 a.«, and while proceeding westward 
at about 200 feet depthf the Divitig Officer (GIB CARTER and/or LOU FEAD) 
phoned ne (the CO.) to report we had Just "hit a whale" and apparently 
changed depth from about 200 feet to 400 feet and back to 200 feet in 
leas than four minutes. To appreciate the trauma of thla event you «uat 
realise that IIASKER was a "thin-skin" boat certified for 313 feet test 
depth. There were no reported leaks or damage that could be determined 
from within the submarine at that time, thua we continued submerged 
until about 9:00 a.m. when the exerclae waa completed. On surfacing 
we received weather reports which indicated a submerged volcano or 
earthquake had originated very cloae (10 miles) to the tine and position 
of the alleged "whale collision." 

The above paragraph relates the incident to the best of my 
knowledge at thl» time. Once again I caution you to analyze thla 
event more ihorouchly as I am quite capable of "improving on a good 
sea-story. 



Blmctric Bosl Division Pace 

ptraoruul  i:: : ocl.iicü with this  Incident or who may have BOM 
knottl**df.o oihrr irmn icpoitcd here  Include: 

1. 
?. 
3. 
'». 

1>. 

U>u H. KcMd - 1B13 Hornblcnd, San Dice© 92109 Phone 272-6376 
01b C:I-UT - A> tlvc Duty Navy Commander/Captain 
Cnpt. lick  Clark - CONSUBPLOT ONE - San Dice© 
C. Turner Joy - Lockheed MSC - Washington D. C. (XO RASHER) 
Cdr Don Walsh - Office of Under Secretary of the Navy for R ft D 

Since your Investigation Into this Incident for OR. BRADNER is 
under an AltPA Occano^raphlc project# I augcest that RAPM V. W. BEHRENS, 
OCKANOOKAl'HKK M the Havy, night be able to aaelat in the review of 
the whip's L^rr of the rhlpo previously mentioned. The others may 
have rxpcrlcnc ii the same Incident, I might further suggest that the 
report of thr ThANSIT EXERCISE as issued by OONSUBRON FIVE (also in 
San Dlcgo) might give some light on the svtnt. 

I sincerely hope this letter might be of some assistance in your 
project.  I am taking the liberty of sending copies to the above named 
individuals in the event they might assist you further. 

Pleacc extend my kindest personal regards to both Bill Nierenberg 
and Jeff Krantschy. 

8inoer«ly# 

ams# Jr. 
Chief of Technical Publications 

AWAdamssac 
i|ii6-6b23 (Area Cocic ?03) 



Appendix ! 

NOT REPROOUCIBIC 

6 October 1970 

Mr.  C.   H.   Klihcr 
KaeuJty,  tcrlppr  inclJtul1fn of Oceunofrnpr, 
Code- 1   .  A 
U  Jolli,   C   !   fcriiia ^OB? 

Drir ?• r.   Kl shcr, 

I  hJiv«   recorded,   to  the  b« rt  of try mrrory,  data 
observed di.rlni: IKe ©arthnusk*   In Alarka  In Knrch 195V. 

Date:     Approximate}y 20 March  1957.     1  kr.ow  for 
certain tr.e Vtt Rather 6iH ?69 arrived  in port  in 
Vancouver,   B.  C.  on ?9 March 1957 and  I  brllrvt  the 
earthquake occurred about 5 to 10 days prior. 

PoBitl  n:    Approxi ataly >00 nlle« south of the 
Unfn^ik Pars ir the Aleutian Itlandr.     (Very routh poriilm) 

Keel  Drpwh:    ?75 f«et.       Water I^plh:     Aboi.t   ?,0^0 
fathoirr, 

Ship »-titust    Rigged for deep rubf^rrence and mlnimum 
rjretrlcal   power load.    Steer! n£ an»* dlvif  plncr   In 
h.'tnd powr r.    Chip trliw«d for hovcrlnr.   (No rpc< d through 
the water) 

About 0130 local tine,  shortly aftrr having 
relieved the watch as diving officer,  I experienced 
a sensation that had never been dercribed to ne ncr 
had I read of such ar. experience in reportF of other 
rubnarlne operations.    Ar we were hovering at a keel 
depth of ?75 feet,  the depth gauge suddenly went to 
appro»IffAtely 310 feet,  back to about P^O fert und then 
settled down  back near ?75  feet.     I  estimate  that  this 
serler  of Indicated depth changes occurred  in a  pericd 
of less  than *♦  reconds.    Ihe sensation from my rtatirn 
(nildsfips)    war sin liar to that received when the ship 
suddenly apHler a full  bickinr bell  with both propellers 
tr< m n dead   In the water condition.     Uirlnr this  period 
th'-rr w.'ir never a:.y noire* through the hull  cr reported 
I rom ronar. 



Ko: t   of   It«   < rrw w.r   asleep dwrlnp  thl r rvolullon 
and   u."  t!»J«.rit>'  t-f linzf  'Jcfplnp. were dlrt.rbed  by th*» 
vlfcratlcti.     Ihr   r« Ip  novcvint  war   fell   strciifrr  trward 
iUr  bow  .»fui   rt«rn  compart IM-;.l£,     Th*»   individunl f  on 
watch   I Tn«d 1 alcl y   arkfd  rnr  .in( t nr r what   was   yo\tig 
on  In  t'i-   ot>T rrd  of   the  fhlp.     The Captain VH* not 
dlst.ru« d   in  'jr.   rlecp and   I   reported  by  phone  that 
I   tho.f.nt   w   h n   touched  bottom or hit   fomrthi.f while 
fubBcrfi'-l,   pfrhtps a whale. 

Without   Ihr   benefit of experlenrr   in caruallles/ 
rxercts*:   r ii r?  n?   I   hud  J..^t  experlencrd,   my  reaction 
WTJS  to   lrn«diatel>   restore normril   power  to  rterring and 
the divlr.f.  planes  and add rilnlnum power to the propellers 
to as:1st   In depth control. 

After the  Initial   shock wave  there war another 
shock wave within 15 to i»0 minutes of lei f er Intensity 
and   lh«n a   ihock  w:»ve of very mild   Intcnrlty about  30 
mlnutrr. after th»»  Initial  shock.     No  physical   ship 
movritrnl  wa;   noticed on either of these,  only movenent 
of thr dr-ptn roure needle.    Obviously the ship only 
vlbrat'-d  in rerponse to the pressure wave md  the depth 
fau/( r-  rrfponded  to changes In th« water prerrurr as 
thr   shock wave   passei. 

There war no damage to the ship,  Instruments, or 
personnel  a»  a  r« suit of this experience.    Our only 
clue as to wh t  had  really happened came about three 
dayt later when we picked up a brief news report   stating 
somethinr, about  an earthquake In the Alasklan area. 

Although the ship was on a highly classified alsrlon, 
I consider the  informtlon revealed here as unclasrlfled. 
I also feel  that th« ship's log book on this particular 
phase of the cruise is most likely downgraded to «n 
utidasf Ificd level  and know Don *alsh will do what he 
can to asrist you  In this research. 

I  hope my memory has served mm correctly and that 
this may be of some value to you.     Please let me know 
if you  feel   I  nay be of any furthur   ielp. 

Hncorely, 

W.  Gibson Carter 

W.  GibFon Carter 
CDR    li'JH 
Faculty,  V.Z.   Maval   WrCollcfe 
Newport,     R.   1.       0?BUo 
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INTROOUCTION 

This study was initiated as a concentrated research effort to define 

the trdnsport and  circulation mechanisms in nedrshora waters as they 

apply to civil and military engineering.  It was propos«d thst field 

and laboratory experiments would be conducted to resolve controlling 

factors in sedimpnt transport phenomena, so that effective mechjnisns 

could be desic^d such as: 

1. Phase dependent roughness elements that produce preferential 

transport over the sediment bed. 

2. Structures for control of nearshore circulation so that 

dispersion of water is enhanced and los«, of sand from beaches 

is minimized. 

3. Submarine dams that Intercept the flow of sand into canyons 

so that the sand may be re-clrculated on the beaches. 

The s.ielf and nearshore zone If a complex region of intense Interaction 

among waves, tides, currents, river run-off and the erosion products 

from the land. However, it is becoming Increasingly clear that the 

closely Interrelated driving forces, although naskerf by a high level of 

background noise, are essentially low frequency and regular in form. 

The background noise Is random and largely associated with the processes 

of energy dissipation. However, recent measurements show that nearshore 

circulation is governed by a fundamentally simple incident-edge wave 

interaction and that shelf and canyon currents are probably related to 

the oscillating fields of set-up and set-down associated with waves and 

winds. 

Most problems in nearshore engineering, whether the movement of 

sediment and its control, the design of temporary or permanent cargo 



ünlodding and lwdain>j rjci lilies, or the laying of cables, mines, or 

underwater oistae o-j, .jdd i f iona I 1 y presuppose a basic understanding cf 

rhe Jyrumi  ,,• :■■■•.'<:■    iction.  Yet, the surf zone is particularly 

difficult envirunment in which to work. 

i,.   RESEARCH PROGRAM FOR 1970 

.A .  •■'••--.ej r.-" , ' ^d i u., 

Research effort during this contract year has been concentrated in 

iv»o jreai. of investigation:  (1) field and laboratory studies of the 

ft-dter-sediment interface near the breaker zone; and, (2) laboratory study 

of the velocity field in breaking waves. Much of the effort in this phase 

of our research has been directed toward developing suitable measurement 

techniques and in making measurements. Progress to date is summarized 

in this report and our previous reports for this year. Theoretical 

study of the nearshore region will continue in the coming year with the 

objective of gaining additional basic information to be applied in the 

design and development of other practical devices and systems such as 

the Crater-Sink Sand Transfer System described below. 

The ARPA funded computer and analysis system, soon to be operational, 

will speed the translation of study results Into a form useful to 

mi I itary planners. 

1.  Field Studies of Sediment-Water Interface. Much of the first 

quarter of the past contract year was spent in acquiring adequate 

personnel and equipment to study the problems presented in the proposal. 

Once the research sta^f was acquired, work progressed quite rapidly for 

the remainder of the year. 



A series of measurements have been conducted of the wator-sediment 

interface under wave action adjacent to the Scripps Institution Pier. 

The objectives of the measurements is to determine the thickness of the 

boundary layer under wave action and to ascertain the effects of irreg- 

ularities of the sand bottom on the boundary layer.  Preliminary 

measurements include photographing neutrally bouyant particles against 

a grid. 

Sixteen millimeter underwater motion pictures of confetti injected 

into the sand-water interface under shallow water gravity waves have been 

analyzed. The work to date tends to substantiate earlier experimental 

work done in the laboratory Unman and Bowen 1963), and theoretical 

predictions (Longuet-Higglns 1958). The recent measurements include 

local wind waves (T = 4-8 sec) and longer period southern swell 

(T * i0-15 sec). 

The primary results of the study so far are threefold. First, 

wave periods, particle displacements and particle velocities can be 

measured near the bottom In the potential wave region. Second, a 

boundary layer phase lead predicted by Longuet-HIggins (1958) has been 

observed and characterized. Third, a variable boundary layer similar 

to that described by Inman and Bowen (1963) has been observed and 

studied. 

Field investigation of the kinematics and the boundary layer in 

the water sediment-interface using 16 mm motion pictures, confetti, and 

dye are continuing. 

Additional work this quarter include the development of new devices 

for measuring:  (1) the kinematics of the water-sediment interface; 



... *n.j •': x,'-..-,  .* i'j 5'-.rjj'y idyer; (3) Tn« ^i^udl reidtion between 

'".u tjxte' i .'   p.,Tt/r?i ii tiow ot The «»aves, the rotion in the boundary 

if' ,   j': •'.••  • jfj'^ijr particles.  The fieM appli^ütion of hot 

• i i" ne^ ."«'t.T t,^,_rn i ^JL'-J now being developed i r. the laboratory stjdy 

jt.'S>.r i tea oelow jr« oApeutüd to provide a principal field tool for study 

. t the «.jter dynimius in the boundary layer.  Further, two additional 

'•••tnuu-. ir.> üt'in,; jt?vel' jpc'j, they include:  (1) flow visualisation 

ujing hydrojen bubbles as tracers; and,, (2) velocity measurements using 

the strain gage flow meter. 

The hydrogen bubble tracer method is simple both in concept and 

operation. A thin platinum wire is attached to the cathode of a lead- 

acid storage battery to reduce water and generate hydrogen bubbles on 

the wire surface.  These bubbles form as monolayers and they are 

removed by the motion of water flowing past the wire. Surface tension 

and attractive forces overcome buoyancy and the bubbles become neutrally 

buoyant. Thus, at time zero a line of hydrogen bubbles is injected into 

the flow and subsequently trace the water movement. 

We have progressed to the stage where only some smaller wire is 

required before testing it in the ocean. Figure 8a is a schematic of 

the system showing the power source, switch, copper anode, wire, and 

wire support.  The switch permits the injection of fine lines of bubbles 

instead of the "curtain" of bubbles you would get from continuous flow. 

The orientation of the wire to the waves, and therefore the flow, 

grid and photographic equipment are shown in Figures 8b and 8c. Note 

that a black background will be necessary in order for the small bubbles 

(2.5 x 10  cm) to be observed in the films. 



The strain gage flowmeter Is a system developed and used at the 

University of Cambridge by Dr. J. F. A. Sleath.   it consists o» j fine- 

glass fiber (2.5 x 10  mm diameter) three inches long which Is attached 

to a solid support at one end and to a cantilever strip on the other. 

Attached to the strip are strain gages. The gl?ss fiber is oriented 

at right angles to fluid flow so that a force on it will cause it to 

deflect in the flow direction, thus causing the cantilever to bend 

inwards.  The stress is inferred from strain on the cantilever,  jloath 

has used his meter to measure velocities of 1.8 - 21.6 cm/sec and with 

it he has verified for the first time the theoretical first-order 

solution as proposed by Lamb (1932, p 622) for the velocity distribution 

above a smooth horizontal bed due to waves. 

Correspondence with Dr. Sleath has resulted in his sending us a 

copy of the blueprints of his probe. At the present we are studying the 

prints and modifying them to work under the velocities we expect (122 

cm/sec). The modifications will consist of different fiber diameters 

and/or different cantilever thicknesses. This system has apparently 

performed well In similar flows, therefore we expect it to be useful 

for our work. 

Additional field measurements are planned on a more extended scale 

to determine the effects of artificial roughness on the boundary layer. 

A laboratory phase of this work will begin in the wind wave channel as 

the channel becomes available following the Stable Floating Platform 

Study. 

2.  Laboratory Study of Velocity Field In Breaking Waves. Because of 

the difficulties of working in the surf zone, there have been very few 

significant measurements, and these have been principally confined to 



",-,  '    .  'V -, ••...• • ., . ..-v. e' at (19-'C.' fdve ceTermiied 

. J* *   ■ .■    ' ■     my,'-,    ,' jf : ' «<j • ?^e t'^ej'i'y poir>T tn a co'i- 

.c .' ' * . JL„' s* ■ ,  ' . • •• , J' J ' j « .".^n' rnaT n^-c ut rre preserit 

J>,-^T T.  «.j..,- ■••-.' •■   ^rre..Ti> preoi^^-j tht utsc-rvod velocities. 

'•■ i  .' -, J, <• >■.   - f ,r.-j t j r»? I j» , . e i > j'^a M »dvCj (5-9 cm), jnd thero 

«•«•re 'w j^vo^iatetJ field »nodSurenönTs at larg« s^dle. 

Ii« projent iTud> was initiated with the threefold objectives of: 

(1) rn« moj^urement of the velocity fields in waves of greater height 

i ^O-bO cm; t^redKiny on uniform slopes in the 510 100-ft laboratory 

hannel, and the corollary development of technique., for making similar 

measurement^ in natural breaker environments; (2> the extension of 

these experiments to measurements in natural surf; and, (3) the develop- 

ment of a more adequate theory for breaker dynamics, and application 

of these theoretical and experimental results to specific engineering 

problems.  From the standpoint of application, a logical starting 

point appeared to be complementary to the field work on sediment move- 

ment and control methods reported above. 

PRESENT STATUS 

Except for prel iminary review of poss'ble measurement techniques 

reported for the first quarter of 1970. the instrumentation phase of 

the laboratory study did not get actively underway until adequate 

technical assistance became available. The second and third quarters 

were devoted to upgrading and equipping the wave channel with adjustable 

wave generating and beach-slope facilities and a circulating filter 

system, design and construction of dynamic calibration facilities for 

the velocity sensors, procurement and testing of pressure, velocity, and 



photographic equiptiwnt for flow «•asur^ments, and the construction o* 

a programmad instrtmnt operating and racording -.onsola. 

Much of the fourth quarter «at axpandad in somewhat frustrating 

attempts to obtain reproduclDle flow calibrations to the If accuracy 

desired. Me have now succeded in this, and because many other inves- 

tigators contacted have experienced similar problems, our procedures 

are dascribed in some detail below. Actual velocity ♦ieid measurements 

were conmenced in December 1970, and will be reported later. 

IV.    INSTRUMENTATION 

Except for the photographic equipment which is standard, other 

instrumentation for velocity and pressure measurements was arrived at 

only after considerable review, selection, and testing. To function 

succassfully in breaking waves, flow sensors must be capable of record- 

ing identifiable transitions from air to foam to water and out again 

without changing calibration, sustaining high impact forces without 

vibration, and have a dynamic range of about 200.  In the sea, further 

complications ure Imposed by temperature fluctuations, and contaminating 

particles and debris, but our experience suggests that these difficulties 

can be resolved with minor modification of the present system. 

A.  System Components 

Figure t is a schematic diagram of the 100 ft, glass-walled wave 

channel and accessory instrumentation for velocity-field measurements, 

comprising the following components: 

a) A hinged-paddle harmonic wave generator capable of making 

periodic waves from 0-2 ft high with periods from 0-5 seconds. 

b) A 3/8 inch thick plate glass beach slope assembly, fabricated 

in 2, 4, and 6-foot length increments. The glass sections are laid in 



■ i.: K '    . .. J ^^J' «. '.3 ai yHii r j" ^j' s That are «edgtid 

- „ j •■  ••*.■.■       jiJ 'a'« «j. s by spreader ■Jcrews.  The Oars have 

^«'•••j • .„i^-  . • .-. "o jr 15 me glass, <jod di$o rubber seals 

Le'«.-j*' ••• ^•st  •   .o.'^^-j  ^u prevent leakage pas» their edges, uniform 

. „po.. »r^* ";- *. ■;'JV, «JJ »en as broken slopes, it desired, can be 

•t«^j<"j.  ','j.ioo. jr altered »ithinoneor two hours. 

^,  * K-^o  «iVf vircjlating pump «ith return flow beneath the 

ijn'W( ,, j(jjp»<iJ »if hi'jh-speed dynamic flow calibration. A separate 

♦ MTer py;, »««f,^ »^0 «ator clear of particulate matter, and establishes 

uniform tonporjtg.u conditions within the channel between wave 

«•«per inont j. 

d)  '-'«asurement instrumentation consists of three Independent, but 

compatible jystom:,. 

Two OiSA, v-type, two element hot quartz-film probes are mounted on 

adjustable streamlined stainless steel fairings,, and can be oriented at 

arbitrary angles within the plane of the flow field. While these probes 

were originally designed to measure quadrature components of flow, in 

an oscillating field, it is impossible to distinguish betwefji their 

non-nnear velocity and directlonat responses.  In our study, they ara 

oriented in different attitudes in repetitive experiments, and instants 

«here ^he orthogonal elements give identical readings can then be 

interpreted unambtguoi/sly as flow veiocities in the direction of probe 

orientation. This procedure is more laborious« but very accurate. 

The hot-fi tii probes, and their accessory artplitiers and constant temp- 

erature circuitry have a dynamic range of about 200, can record 

velocities from 2-3 cm/sec to 2-3 m/sec, and have a 50 kHz response. 

Thus wdve rise-times of about 1/100 sec are limited only by the response 

of the Brubh Oscillograph. 



Tao independent pressure transducers are nydraulically connected to 

adjustable orifice plates set «lush in the glass bed *> slope. One 

transducer reads differential pressure Between two bottom orifices 

parallal to the flow axis, and the other monitors relative pressure 

between another orifice and ambient (atmospheric) pressure. Thus, both 

«ave slope and wave elevation can be measured within the range where 

the hydrosta'ic approximation Is valid, which inciule^ «tout 95 percent 

of the wave history. These transducers can resolve pressure incaments 

of about 1/100 tm,  tut their frequency response is limited to about 

50 Hz by natural resonance of their mechanical and hydraulic compliances. 

Flash photography of suspended, neutral-density, nitrite rubber 

discs Is accomplished at single-exposure repetition rates up to 13 

ft ashes/sac, by a synchron lied Nikon camera, equipped with an adapter 

for 4x5 polarold film.. The camera has an 80-160 mm zoom lens, and 

is mounted 16 feet from tha channel to minimize parallax, and shoots 

through a trans' ^ent l-cm orthogonal grid taped to the tank wall. 

All of the above Instrumentation Is controlled from a central 

console, which also Includes the 6-channel recorder, and circuitry for 

Initiating the wave generator, camera, flash unit, and recorder chart 

drive. Because the flint probes have a relatively sltort life, power 

is Supplied to them only during the brief recording cycle. 

B. CaiIbratlon 

Four separate calibration systems were devised to define the 

reproducable working range of the velocity probes and pressure trans- 

ducers, and to provide dynamic spot calibrations between experiments: 
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^■      '•• .-^r,LVj ■!,•»■«.• j, "dffii v ji I y caliOrateo over the range 5-500 

- je. i,     ^' jf*>'  ; »ne «jve channel to d f i o« channel.  A 20-ft long 

• . '•:- ' ' ;", : i' J:  i  : ••ooi venturi section »as installed in the 

-j''' , n " ' «•  ,.• .^'«-erjenT soctioi thib v«lwv.ity i-.in^e of free- 

ä^rtas-i,- »i • .. , i J : t? j.n.öveC at constant p^mp spued by moving the 

vrot»*-. ^J • J'«4 ».irth,  T^ i s venturi, associated free-surface profile, 

•"d a ,.--Dr ^(> and its recording console are sho*n in Figure J. 

b) Mo« velocitv as t» function of position and pump speed was 

j^comj? I i shud b> Independent standard hot-film probes, previously 

vjiitrated in th« spinning tank described below. 

c) Absolute calibration of the standard probes was conducted in a 

«.pecially designed 24-in diameter spinning tank (Figure 3). The tank 

comprises an dmcuiar channel of 4 x 5 Inch section equipped with 18 

Daffies to prevent establishment of variable flow and waves induced by 

probe drag. The tank is driven by a Graham variable-speed drive, and 

is capable of relative flow velocities of 0-180 cm/sec. Flow speed is 

determined by timing the rev/olutlon rate automatically on the same 

chart reco'd on which the probe output appears. 

d) During wnve experiments, dynamic single-point calibration of 

the V-probes is accomplished before and after each tesr by slipping a 

fI ox-nozzle over the probe tips. The nozzle is tube-connected to a 

constant pressure source, referred to local still water level in the 

channel. The source comprises a vertical plastic cyIinder maintained 

in a uniform head configuration between an overflow pipe and a supply 

pump that draws water from the channel.  In this manner, it is not 

necessary to disturb the wave recording set-up during calibration, and 

the calibration is performed at channel temperature (Figure 4). 
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e)  Pressure transducer calibration is also accomplished between 

runs by a water manoMtar Integrated into the hydraul lie measurement 

circuit. 

C. Prob I am Areas and SoiuV ion> 

Most of our problvns have been associated «ith instabilities in 

the hot-fil« measurement circuits.  These are «orth recounting «js an 

aid to other investigators, since they seem to b« common «jmong users of 

this equipment.  Figure 3 shows a block disgrjm of   the system; it 

oamprlses a 2 mm dieüMter quartz coated resistance element that is 

driven at constant tamperature (resistance) by a feedback amplifier, 

whose output voltage, of the form A ♦ B(v) , is exponential function 

of the fluid velocity v. This output Is fed to a linearizing amplifier 

which supplies a convolution In which the exponent n can be varied 

to maKe the output approximately proportional to v. Since the pr^ue 

resistance changes by only about 2 ohms from 0 < v < 200 cm/sec in Mater 

at 15 C, the signal levels are In the microvolt range. Thus, the 

coupled system of three amplifiers (driver, linearizer, and recorder) 

*3S found to be extremely sensitive to balance, and often drifted 

erratica'Iy uith transient stable Intervals. Lastly, the hot-film 

probe tips tend to collect bubbles and minute particles in the water 

and were also extremely susceptible to overheating and burnout from 

power transients, poor gounding connections, or accidental, improper 

switching procedures.  Instabilities were largely eliminated by 

removing the linearizer units, and performing the necessary corrections 

on the computer. Reduction of probe overheat ratios minimized the 

tendency to burnout and collection of debris, but increased temperature 

sensitivity. Temperature is now monitored separately, and computer- 
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(••« '».•„ j  ,-j - . f ^   ^■•.•vc^s ^aliDra'ion.  Last f y, T^o rough ground ing 

• )     '••",     .:';'r1ec^dnrelan(j■^•e'■«iT',irlitdn^Jcaretlillv 

• ■j'jli .'■■:     ^MTJ' • ; prot-eo-jreb nave greatly extoided prooe li»e, make 

t->ifj ji iDrat lor-v practical, ana have yielded reproducable results 

■ ithout LJ^stjnT rcjd_u-jtfiient of circuit controls. 

T^rouqfxjut the laDoratory phase of this study. *e have kept in mind 

application ot the same instrumentation in the ocean. Concurrent with 

the present measuremynts we are conducting probe experiments in sea 

«ater, and working on methods for in-sltu calibration. Ocean instrumen- 

tation is visualized as comprising one or more portable, cabined wave 

statt-velocity probe assemblies, cable-connected to a shore-based record. 

Incoming waves will be monitored by bottom-mounted pressure sensors 

outside the breaker line. The installation will be designed for flex- 

ibility and mobility, using a suitable instrument van, such that varying 

wave environments can be studied. 

APPLIED STUDIES 

The major problem of harbor slltatlon was considered In a practical 

manner with the initial design of a "Crater-Sink Sand Transfer System" 

under partial ARPA support. A paper describing this system in detail 

has been forwarded to ARPA and the abstract is included in this report. 

The Crater-Sink Sand Transfer System has important bearing on any civil 

or military engineering problem involving the shoaling of harbor 

entrances due to littoral transport because it suggests an efficient 

method for maintaining proper channel depth. The design of this system 

was a major accomplishment of the past contract year and has generated 

considerable interest in the coastal engineering community. 
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The results of this study has been reported In a separate paper: 

"Crater-Sink Sand Transfer System" (Inman and Harris, a copy of which 

was incluoed with submission of UCSD #3891 to ARPA) and which has been 

reviewed by CERC with plaudit.  This paper describes a aystem for con- 

tinuous maintenance of harbor openings, as abstracted uelow. 

VI.   CRATER-SINK SAND TRANSFER SYSTEM 

A sand transfer system that requires no surface impounding area and 

that can be installed and operated at low cost is proposed.  The system 

consists of a hydraulic Jet assembly operating from the bottom of a sand 

crater. A jet pump and suction mouth are located at the lowest point of 

a crater-like depression dredged Into the sea floor. The crater acts as 

a gravity-fed sink for sand and other cohesion I ess material, +hus 

serving the dual purpose of a mechanism for collecting sand and a sub- 

surface impounding area for the accumulation of sand. 

In addition to the above study, various configurations of roughness 

elements, in the form of submerged, non-moving structures, to control 

and to direct sediment transport are currently being investigated. 

Testing of preliminary concepts is dependent upon availability of the 

50 x 60 foot wave-sediment tank In the 510 Hydraulic Facility, but 

hopefully can be scheduled for late 1971. 

We are also considering several applications of our results towards 

utilizing natural wave and current forces to control sediment transport. 

One possibility under study is that of constructing offshore cargo 

unloading facilities and artificial airfields and depots.  It is well 

known that a longshore barrier at a "rltical distance offshore of a 

sandy beach will result in the creation of a tombolo, or sand spit, 

that builds out by natural wave action until it connects the barrier 
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«.if. • r,e •■ .ji,:.      >nu>, it is conceptually possible to Introduce an 

jrtiti .iol üarr!or, in the form, say, of an array of submersible caissons 

-^ j jjrpi'ij aircraft carrier, which will connect itself to shore by a 

'dusowjy, ijltaliio   for v.ih cuiar traffic, or a landing field. The 

disson array could be designed to have a seaward depth sufficient for 

w-irrjo vev.i;lGt jr d De equipped with suitable craneways, etc. for cargo 

handling,  figure 6 is a conceptual SKetch of the sequential development 

uf r^uch a facility.  Figure 7 shows an actual tombolo produced by an 

offshore breakwater near El Segundo, California. 

The time-scale for development depends upon a number of factors, such 

as wave intensity and direction, sediment size and availability, and 

the barrier s\zc  deployment. Some of these are amenable to model study, 

but others depend, sensitively, upon a fundamental understanding of 

sediment transport mechanisms, which are not scalable, and to which our 

present studies are directed. We hope to undertake more detailed 

studies of such applications in the ensuing contract year. A tentative 

work schedule and a block diagram of the interaction of activities on 

this project are shown in Figures 9 and 10. 
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'i|»urr> ■'t.  rn-situ eil i brari on of V-probe is accomplished by nozzle 
aver prolio.  I'last'ir rubo load:.] ro bottom of vertical cylinder 
maintainod at oonsrant" hoad above tank level by overflow tube and 
pump.  standard probo is to left of V-probe strut. 
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Figure 7.  Photograph 
California Beach). 

of artificially induced tombolo (Santa Monica, 
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Figure 3a.  Diagram of hydrogen bubble generator system. 
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ELECTROMAGNETIC ROUGHNESS OF THE OCEAN SURFACE 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

For several decades oceanographers have known that radio waves, 

scattered by ocean waves, could be used as an oceanographic 

tool.  The technique requires measuring the radar cross-section 

of waves in a patch of ocean and relating this information to 

ocean wave properties.  These properties could be the direc- 

tional spectrum of ocean waves, the relation between their 

wavelength and frequency, or other properties associated with 

the random pattern of the ocean surface.  Over the years con- 

siderable progress has been made in the development of this 

tool.  Measurements, by various groups, of the radar cross- 

"ection indicated that the radar technique provides a sensitive 

1 2 and accurate measure of ocean waves. '   Recent theories for 

the scattering of electromagnetic waves from slightly rough 

surfaces provide a framework for the proper interpretation of 

the wave data.   And, finally, the availability of multi-fre- 

quency pulsed-doppler radars has made possible systematic mea- 

surements of the ocean surface. 

For the past year a group of electrical engineers from Stanford 

University and a group of oceanographers from Scripps Institution 
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and range gating, it could select those radio signals scat- 

tered by waves along different parts of the circle, and 

could be used to measure the directional spectrum of a homo- 

geneous ocean wave field.  This method has one serious dis- 

advantage.  If we wish to measure typical ocean waves, those 

with peri ds around seven seconds, then we must use radio 

waves wivh a wavelength of 150m, and a sharply directional 

antenna (for example, one having a directional resolution 

of 10°) must be nearly l/2kin across.  Such an antenna would 

be cumbersome to use and it would be advantageous to find 

a method which does not require it. 

B.  Bistatic Geometry 

In 1969 Nierenberg and Munk showed that if the transmitter 

and receiver are separated (bistatic geometry), the large 

directional antenna could be replaced by a much smaller, 

less directional antenna.  In this new geometry the radio 

wave is scattered by waves whose crests are tangent to an 

ellipse with the transmitter and receiver in the foci; and 

the frequency shift of the scattered wave will be a function 

of position on the ellipse, with four symmetric points on 

the ellipse having the same frequency shift.  Radio signals 

scattered from these points can be selected by using range 

gating and frequency descrlmination.  A small, slightly 

directional antenna could then be used to select the signals 

from one of these four symmetric points. 



Scrcwhat latt-i' ir. 1969, Crombie, of the NOAA laboratory in 

Bou Icier, su.j^osted that the technique of side-looking radar 

n.iyht also be used to select signals scattered from a parti- 

cular patch of ocean.  If we go back to the monostatic geometry 

and move the radar set at a constant velocity in a straight 

line (monodynamic geometry), everything remains as before ex- 

cept that the scattered radio waves will have an added fre- 

quency shift due to this motion, and it will be a function 

of position on the circle, with two points symmetric about 

the direction of motion having the same shift.  As in the 

bistatic geometry, a slightly directional antenna can be 

used to select signals from one of the two points.  In es- 

sence, this technique uses the motion of a small antenna 

to synthesize a much larger antenna, a technique long used 

in radio astronomy. 

Following Crombie's suggestion, we have examined this tech- 

nique in detail and found the conditions under which it would 

be useful.  In particular, the radar set should have a velocity 

no greater than the phase velocity of the ocean waves it is to 

measure.  At higher velocities, radio signals scattered from 

ocean waves travelling towards the rear of the radar will have 

the same frequency shift as those signals scattered from ocean 

waves travelling away from the front of the radar.  This velo- 

city, for our typical seven second ocean wave, is llm/s (21 

knots).  Furthermore, the dlrectionil resolution is a function 



only of the distance travelled.  If thf r.idar moves a dis- 

tance of n/2 radio wavelengths at any velocity, the direc- 

tional resolution of the synthesized antenna will be ;i 

radians.  This is identical to the optical resolution of a 

lens n/2 wavelengths in diameter.  If only the transmitter 

or receiver moves, then it must traverse twice this distance 

for the same resolution.  Again using a seven second ocean 

wave for illustration, if the radar moves 1500m at IGm/s 

(20 knots - this takes about three minutes) it could measure 

the directional spectrum of these ocean waves with a maximum 

resolution of 3*. 

This technique is ideally suited for oceanographic work.  Be- 

cause it requires the radar to move at typical ship speeds for 

a few minutes, the radar could be mounted on a ship and taken 

to those ocean areas suitable for measuring the ocean wave 

directional spectrum.  Alternatively, the receiver could be 

mounted on a truck and driven on small, suitably located 

oceanic islands. 

D.  Radar Equipment 

So far we have described how ocean waves could be measured 

assuming we have suitable radar equipment.  To measure the 

directional spectrum of 1.8 to 6.9 second ocean waves using 

the above techniques we would need a 2-30KH2, pulsed, doppler 



: adai ; •..;• is, a transmitter which transmits a train of co- 

herent ! lises and   a receiver which remains synchronized to 

these i-i.ises for a specified time.  For a resolution in radio 

frequency of .'f Hz, the coherence time is ." f  s, or, for the 

above measurements, this is typically about 1000s or 15 min- 

utes.  Such a radar is complex and expensive; fortunately 

suitable radars of exactly this type have been used to study 

the earth's ionosphere and are available on loan. 

III.  EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

Before assembling this radar equipment we decided to become fa- 

miliar with the radar methods, and to test their practical use- 

fulness by conducting experiments using radio signals from LORAN 

A stations.  These stations, which are conveniently located along 

coasts, transmit a train of coherent pulses at a frequency of a- 

bout 1.85MHz.  The signals can be received by a simple radio re- 

ceiver, provided it has an accurate time base (to keep it synchro- 

nized with the transmitter). 

The Stanford group constructed a suitable LORAN receiver, using 

a Hewlett-Packard frequency synthesizer for the time base, and 

used it in several experiments to measure the signals scattered 

from ocean waves off the California coast.  In one experiment, 

the receiver was placed on the coast at Sunset Beach 280km from 

the LORAN stations at Points Arena and Argucllo, and the scat- 

tered radio waves were recorded as a function of ranqo and 



frequency shift (range-doppler map).  The experiment showed 

1) LORAN could be used to measure ocean waves up to several 

hundred kilometers from the receiver, and 2)   the frequency 

shifts were those predicted by the Bragg theory applied to 

the bistatic geometry.  Further details of this experiment were 
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published in the 9 October 1970 issue of Science . 

A second experiment, designed to measure the time variation in 

the strength of the scattered radio signals and to correlate 

this signal with a measured ocean wave directional spectrum, 

was performed at La Jolla.  In this experiment, signals from 

the LORAN stations at Points San Mateo and Arguello were mea- 

sured during a period when waves from tropical storm "Lorraine" 

were propagating into the area.  At the same time the ocean 

wave directional spectrum was recorded at a point 100km off- 

shore using a wave array on the FLIP. 

In support of the experimental work, the Stanford group has cal- 

culated the normalization factor which must be applied to the 

received radio signal to calculate the radar cross-section of 

the ocean waves when the radar transmitter end  receiver are in 

a bistatic geometry.  Tc simplify the calculation they have as- 

sumed a rectangular radar pulse, but are proceeding to refine 

the calculation to properly account for non-rectangular pulses. 

The Scripps group has been writing programs tr analyze LORAN 

data from any transmitter and to put this data into various use« 

ful forms. 



A tt'st of tno monc-oynarac method, again using LORAN signals, 

is scheiuloi: for ii: ly this year.  In preparation for this 

experiment the Stanford ^roup has been designing a simple 

LORAN receiver with a built in accurate time base suitable 

for field r.obile use. 

The experiiaent will be conducted on a one mile long straight 

piece of abandoned U.S. 101 parallel to the beach near the 

LORAN station at Point San Mateo. 

IV.  PLANNING OF FIELD EXPERIMENTS 

Encouraged by this experimental work, the Scripps group has 

been planning two full scale field experiments to measure the 

directional spectrum of ocean waves in two idealized situations: 

1)  a fully developed sea generated by a stationary, homogeneous 

wind, and 2) a developing sea, downwind of a lee coast, generated 

by the same sort of wind. To date the planning of the field ex- 

periments has been concerned with 1) locating oceanic areas with 

constant winds; 2) determining from historical data how stationary 

and homogeneous these winds are; and 3) locating sites in these 

areas which may be suitable for shore based radar experiments. 

A.  Homogeneous Sea Experiment 

Let us consider the first of these experiments.  In order to 

have a fully developed sea, a wind, constant in both magnitude 



and direction, must operate on a sufficiently large region 

for a time long enough for the waves to come to cquilibnur. 

with the wind.  The most likely place to find such winds is 

in the trade wind or monsoon wind regions.  Here the winds 

typically have speeds in the range of 5-10n./s and generate 

waves with periods of up to seven seconds.  So a fully de- 

veloped sea should require fetches of a few hundred kilo- 

meters and wind durations of 12*24 hours .  Such fetches are 

readily found, but sufficiently constant winds are not. 

Some of the steadiest winds In the world should be found 

in the Pacific trade wind region in winter .  For example, 

in February at Kwajalein*Island 85% of wind records indi- 

cate a wind from the NE octant and 72% indicate wind speeds 

in the band 5-10m/s.  More detailed wind data, for example, 

that collected during the Line Islands experiment indicate 

that the wind in this region can be constant within '15% in 

speed and '10% in direction during some 24 hour periods. 

These winds would be useful for the planned experiment, pro- 

vided they were also homogeneous.  Unfortunately very little 

is known about th» homogeneity of the winds over areas 100km 

on a side.  Nevertheless, the lack of variation in wind speed 

on the scale of a few hours , and the large size of the trade 

wind region imply the wind field should be homogeneous over a 

scale of a hundred kilometers. 
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it   . , 1 i;..;s ::. '.:.»• M aa».- winds region to b» useful for th»- 

».her«- t ,i .<vi t-xi »r mont s, they should be snail so thoy will nut 

inti'tttii with t.'i." noasured wave field.  Since the deqreo of 

mti-rfer« ace Will decrease with distance from the islanu, it 

will be .J function of radar range, and since a good operating 

range for available multifrequency radars is about 40kri, the 

islanas should be less than lOkm in diameter.  It is difficult 

to find such an island in a suitable region.  In the Pacific, 

Palmyra Island would be ideal, but it is inaccessiblt.  Johnson, 

Wake, or Marcus Islands could probably be used, but are sliyhtly 

north of the winter trade wind area. 

B.  Developing Sea Experiment 

The second experiment requires a suitable wind blowing off a 

lee coast.  Such winds  could be produced by cold fronts or 

monsoon winds blowing off continental areas.  The monsoon 

areas are rerote and have not been considered.  The winds be- 

hind cold fronts movint; off the east coast of the U.S. have 

been used for wave growth experiments in the past, but useful 

fronts are rare.  A more suitable area is the Texas gulf coast. 

This coast is straight and parallel to the cold fronts.  The 

water slopes off smoothly to deep water.  And data collected 
9 

by Orton  indicates cold fronts with 10-15m/s winds extending 

several hundred kilometers offshore and lasting for 24 hour? 

occur several times a month in January and February. 
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V.  DESIGN OF EQUIPMENT 

The field experiments will require several items of equipment 

not now available:  1) a pitch-and-roll buoy.  This will be 

used to measure the ocean waves and some integrals of the 

directional wave spectra, and will be used for calibration 

and supplying wave data not measured by the radar techniques. 

2) Three wind buoys.  These will be used to measure the wind 

field in space and time and whatever other ocean variables, 

such as air-sea temperature difference, which may be needed 

in the field experiments. 

Data from all buoys will be recorded in computer compatible 

digital format using versatile low power data recording systems. 

These systems will be unique in that they will use less than two 

watts of power, so they can be used for extended periods of time 

at sea, and will be small enough to fit into the wave measuring 

buoy. 

A.  Pitch-and-Roll Buoy 

The pitch-and-roll buoy will measure the ocean surface height 

and slope at a single point, and will be similar to buoys 

built by the Hudson Laboratories of Columbia University  ' 

and the National Institute of Oceanography (England) , but 

will be completely self contained.  This buoy will consist 

of 1) a flat disc shaped hull, about five feet in diameter, 

which should accurately follow the surface of the water up to 
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a cut-off frequency of around 0.5Hz, 2) an accelerometer 

mounted on the inner gimbal of a vertical gyro, and 3) a 

gyro compass.  The output of the accelerometer is  integrated 

to obtain the water surface height; resistance elements in 

the gyro give the attitude of the buoy with respect to the 

gyro's vertical reference, and thus the water surface slope. 

The slopes are then oriented with respect to the earth by 

the compass. These signals can then be used to calculate 

the first five Fourier coefficients of the angular distribu- 

tion of ocean wave energy, and thus the one-dimensional wave 

spectrum and an integral of the directional spectrum . 

B.  Wind Buoys 

The wind buoys will be catanman buoys developed at Scripps 

by    Isaacs'*group, including some of their instrumentation, 

but with the data recorded in digital format. 

This preliminary work has placed us in a position where we 

can conduct a number of comparative exrarimenta designed 

to study the roughness of the ocean surface using the radio 

frequency band of 2-30NHs during the rest of this year. 
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